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P &MICAH DAILY REGISTER.
_
Register, Est. May, 1896.
Standard, Est. April, 1884.
eADUCAll, KY., FRIDAY MORNING, DECEMBER 29, 1905.
GOING TO PIECES MR, ROOD HURT TOWARD CAPITAL
The Barkbane of the Mos- WAS IN BIG FOUR 
WRECK
YESTERDAY AT WALD-
cow Strike is Broken RON, ILL.
Gaiini GUERILLA
WARFARE KEPT UP
ICity Bears Appearance of Battle—
Filled With Officers and Guards
Dashing in All Directions.
LATEST REPORTS FROM,
THE DISTURBED TOWN.
Moscow, Wednesday, Dec. 27, 6 p.
m.—St. Petersburg, Dec. 28.—The
backbone of the insurrection is brok
ce and the uprising here is rapidly
going to pieces.
The revolutionises are able to
keep unponly a guerrilla warfare, but
the ease with which they can move
small detachments from place to
place renders the task of suppressing
them slow and tedious. The ;Brun-
naia quarter has been cleared of the
members of the "drujina," as tht
' fighting organization of the revolu-
tionists„ is celled. They have trans-
ferred their operations to East Tver-
AIM. consisting principally of snip-
•ng from the roofs of houees, occas-
!nee. Fr Seerk Broken Reit and
Ditched Engine and Nine of
Eleven Coachee.
Yesterday ttie fast mail passenger
train No: 34, of the Big Four rail-
road was wrecked at•Waldron, four
mites east of Kankakee, Ill., and
abbard the coaches at the time were
Mr. C. M. Budd and wife, of this
city. A dispatch from there last
night said Mr. Bud was seriottely in-
jured, while a private telegram prom
that, gentleman said' that his hurts
wereenot of a dangerous nature.
Mr. Budd is the general manager
for the West Kentucky Coal com-
pany, whiclii controls mines, yards
arin elevators here, at Memphis, St.
Louis, Caseyville .and other points.
Ten days ago he and 'his wife left
together, he on business and she to
accninpany him. He was it, Louis-
ville yesterday and left for Chicago
over the Big Fame railroad. After
being in the Wintle City a day or
two lie intended coming home. He
did not say in his message last even-
ing which way he would go now,
that the' wreckoccurred, or when he
would be home.
ionally throwing a bonds on ad•soc- The press dispatch received by
'Tim patrols and making off on the The Register regarding the wreck
said as follows:
Kankakee, III., Dec. 28.—Fast mail
passenger train Noe 37, of the Big
Four railroad was wrecked today at
Waldron. IL)., four miles cast of
foinements we'd) are employed in 'here. The seriously injured are
crushing Ow revolutionists, are still Harry L. Wart, of Chicago; John
William. of Indianapolis, Ind.; C.
M. Budd, of Paducah, Ky.; J. G.
'Bailey, of Chicago, and Walter Kerr,
of Aurora, III., the latter the mail
clerk. The fast mail was two hours
appearance of artillery.
'bed Mete Troops.
All the troops of the Moscow gar-
rison, including the former disaffect-
ed Rostoff grenadier,, and the rein)
ineutficient .to thoroughly occupy tht
territory won, thus enabling the rev-
ohstionists to slip into vacated terri-
tory so soon as the troops mere on,
Many of the attacks on patrols are
seemingly made out of a pure spirit late and running 7o miles an hour
of bravado, since they are complete- to make up time. When at Waldron
13r futile from a stragetic standpoint. ;the flyer struck a broken rail land the
The remnants of the insurrection engine and nine of the eleven coact-
now lack cohesion or a head. es were ditched, but not overturned.
The city of Moscow bears th: pict The gas tank in the PuHmuni explod-
olleseue aperranoe of a battlefield. ed and ignited the car, but the fire
011actre are everywhere seen gallop- was quickly extinguished before do-
ing through the /streets or being driv ing serious damage It took several
en about in rapidly-moving sleighs. hours
accompanied by. escorts of dragoons right
or Cossack;. • yards
The centre of the city for the first
tine today showed signs of life. The
stores were reopened apd the inhab-
itants, who hal been cooped up for
five days, wen! venturing out for t
breath of fresh air.
Clearing StiOetS
The troops began operations ties
morning at the triumphal arch, born-
barcang and demolishing an immense
barricade near the car stables of the
Belgian company, which had been
built behind overturned Aram cars.
Thence slowly pivoting from tb:
arch the columns swept eastward,
clearing all the streets off the Ver-
skaia and north of the Boulevard
which separated the battleground
from the center cif the city. Barri-
cade* were not so numerous in this
region as was the case during yes-
terday's fighting, and the troops en-
countered less opposition.
A correspondent /of the Associated
Press accompanied one of time col-
umns for an hour, during which time
the soldier* of. the "drujina" attempt
ed to hold the barricade,. After
*ink a few shots they invariably
scattered off.
Sometimes the arlillery fired at a
barricade, but usually these defenses
were taken without firing a shot.
Tare work of destroying the entangle
menet and burning the material r-nan
which they were constructed was
now. Occasionally when the troops
were bombarded, but the occupants
weer bombarded, but the e —pants
had ample time to escispe.
Buildings in ruins.
The optrations of the troops in the
Brunnaia district disclosed many in-
teresting traces of yesterday's figat-
ing, which brought the walls of a
hundred 'houses Itimtitint 'about the
ears of their defenders. The prok-
horoff cotton mills, the headqpartep
of the "drojina," and maul" odar
houses for the distance of a'inile be-
tween the 'Boulevard and tile Trium-
phal arch -were in reins.
Every street tributary to the Tver-
skan: ,Boulevard wee stoutly barri-
caded, as marry as seven being count
ed within zoo yards of a single street
These evidently formed the first line
of defense, and the netwovIc of stneets
nehinci were barricaded at intervals.
These barric'ades were left standing,
the broom; having stragetically mad'i
a circuit to an oPe lain northwest
of ,the city, White e 'abled them to
take' the revolutionists in the rear,
compelling the eeacuation of the po-
to clear the wreckage and
the cars. The track for 600
was badly tern up.
HEIR TO MILLION MISSING.
James A. Platt of Flushing L. I., Is
Object of Search.
Duluth, Minn., Dec. A.—James A.
Platt, eo years old, of Flashing. L. L.
heir to an estate valued at $1,000,000
and who disappeared from his home
on Easter day, leaving a wife and
five children, is believed to be some-
where in northern Minnesota, but the
police have been unable to find him.
Miss May Platt, sister of the missing
man, 'believes he has gone farther
west, but she has asked the police to
continue the search. The father's
will named the absent son as execu-
tor. In a codicil, however, the
Brooklyn Trust company is substi-
tuted. Since the death of the father
the efforts to find the son have been
more active, as the other heirs are
anxious to have the estate settled.
Twenty-six per cent. of the em.
ployes on the pay roll of the pension
bureau at Washington are said to be
drawing pensions.
VOL 22, NO. 2(5
WILD CARS I ALL HANDS LOST
Al! Roads in State are Now DASHED DOWN HILL BESIDEINCLINE AND 1Ni cliniE British Bark Hits Rocks, Off
Leading all Politicans RIVER.
Tien British war office has ordered
the peaecutioo 'of the officers con-
cerned in the South Africa war stores
scande . •
annE GENERAL ASSEMBLY One of the Flat Cars Went Under
-• TO CONVENE TUESDAY. the Transfer Boat That Was
Landing Then.
Fight For United States Senator the
Engrossing Feature With Three
Contestants.
SOME OF THE BILLS
TO BE ENACTED BY BODY
A
Another misnap occurred- yesterday
afternoon at 3 o'clock at the Ininois
Central incline, at the foot of Boyd
Street, but nothing serious resulted,
While the incoming passenger train
due at that time was delayed about
one ...hour. It all happened by a
stein of five fiat cars getting loose
non, the track which runs right
Louisville, Ky., Dec. 28.—A11 poli-
tical 
alengeide the incline and cradle up
roads lead to Frankfort,' where te the water's edge.
the assembling of the legislature next Thie side track runs parallel with
week willo bring to the final contest
the fight for a seat in the United
States senate. The combatant; are
Senator J. S. C. 'Blackburn, the in-
cumbent; Judge Thomas H. Paynter
of the Court of Appeals., and Mr. W.
B. Heldman, editor of the Louisville
Times and a long factor in Kentucky
•i'-on pratically without lots, as the
revolittioniats were ituable td fight
the_artillery' with revolvers, and they
possessed few rifles.
House after house showed yawn-
ing cbayns produced by shells. The
spirit stps and cheap lodginghterses
occupied by the student revolution-
iete were the principal sufferers.
Barricade's.
The barricades, though they could
not be defended eigeinst artillery,
were well constructed, being made
of telegraph poles, fences, heavy
doors, irosigreetered yard gates and
signs, all interlaced with wires. Red
age were *till defiantly floating
over some of the barriers, but
througlrogekethe district the corres-
pondent liteither "drujinists" nor
soldiers. It was nke a deserted
field err which the tide of battle
had spt.
'During the morning tke revolu-
tionists several timer attempterf to
intercept convoys of ammtnition
sent from the arsenal td the froops,
whose supply of 20o rounds per man
was running low.
the incline rails, going to the edge
of lie river. One hundred feet up
the hill from, the river this side track
tarns into and connects with the
main - incline track. Flat cars are
pushoa _onto the side track that is
used for loading piling and unload-
politics. It is difficult .to estimate the ing it the piling being used by ckiv-
strength of the candidates. Neither in;4 in row; out :nu) the river so
Senator 'Blackburn nor Judge Payn- a' ee. guide tie- tranjer boat when
es to this side of tile 'tream
mane. 'This side track runs
int.) Etat river.
terday - afternoon there were
empty flat cars and two loaded
ter, who have been long in the race, n,
will submit any figures, though both w'(
clainii the victory. Senator Black-, doss
burn when pressed on this point after
his arrival in Louisville from Wash- thre
ington yesterdpy said: ones' on the siding, the two latter be
"Only children or fools would give ing filled' with Paiug• le some 
man
tier *he brake o the cars became nout a statement as to their exact
strength beforedecisive battle.' otnloasened and this let the flat cars
kitten down the steep deceoing bankJudge Paynter is serenely confident
shat everything will be hi, way, butiat a rapid pace. The transfer boat
is equally uncommunicative. I was just coming in to the track et
Mr. Haldeman is not making any' the time, preparing to land and let
off 'the passenger train she broughtassertions of strength. He has the
support of the Louisvi!le delegation, overt from Jerookport. .the • cars
shot out into the river and one wentand is in good strategic position.
Witten either Blacaburn .or Paynter I under the transfer boat that was
vfalIs he will be able to cope with the moving slowly at the time. Theictor.
obstructive fiat car under the, prow
caused- the bow to fly up several feetInvolved in senatorial fight is bitter
out ,pf the water. As the transferpersonal feud between Senator Black-
bearcould not eve to the bank withburn and Gov. Beckham. Black-
the oar bents* her, she putted her-
created the "machine" and of being self off, an engine cam: diswn and
its chief engineer. The fierce con- jerked the wild care out of the river
troversy which they condliZted hal onto the track and upNthe hill.
through the mails last winter is smell W the car under the prow forced
remembered. It has been intensified the
by Senator Blackburn's assertion thet
his mail addressed to him at Frank-
fort has i>t-en tampered with and that
letters addressed to bins .have fallen
into the hands of his political oppon-
ents. This is now being investigtaed.
A postoffice inspector was in Frank-
fort last week and anumber of the
department's experts are on their
way to Kentucky to complete the in-
vestigation.
A rather &chive test in the sena-
ttiriat race should be reached Mon-
day, night. when the House caucus for
Speaker is held. R. W. Miller of
Richmond is the Blackburn candidate.
and Henry Lawrence of Trigg the
Paynter candidate. If Lawrence wins
it will look like a certain victory for
Paynter. On the other hand, if
Miller wins it will not insure Black-
burn's election, though a great advan-
tage. because of Paynter's strength
in the senate.
Haldeman's strength is' uncertain
and h:s figure in the fight will de-
pend largely on developments.
Siatne interesting bills are to he in-
troduced into the legislature. Besides
the anti-cigasette bill, there will be a
measure to create a new county out
of portions of Ohio, Beckinridge and
Grayson coulnies. This will be cabled
either Goebel or Beckham counties.
A. protective insurance ineasure will
provide that the portion of the re-
serve fund of foreign companies
doing business in Kentucky, which is
designed for the protection of Ken-




New York, Dec. at3.—Louis Dal-
rymple, an artist, whose caricatures
of politicians and cartoons on politi-
cal situations have appeared in seen
known newspapers and periodicals.
died suddenly last nglat of acute
paresis in the Long Island Home, in
Amityville. where he was taken a
month ago.
Mr. Dalrymple wee born in Cam-
bridge, Ill., forty-two years ago.
Seven years ago he married Mis-.
Ann Good, of Baltimore, who sur-
vives aim.'
Mrs, Florence Watson, wife of a
well known lawyer of Mt. Sterling,
Ky., was shot and badly wounded
at a dance there by John Flarity, a
former suitor, who, she alleges, in-
setted her while claming with her.
hope of 'her .recoeery 'has been
abandoned and arena hi talk of
lynching, shigild Mrs. Watson die.
V
M's bow upweed thee threw
pal
the oat, elmseseetesce. being for the
p neer coacaes eLoard. It took
abont one hour to remedy things
and get the train unloaded, but no
seratsus damage occurred.
nt. is a wondier the flying fiat car
in the lead did not knock a big hole
in the prow of the boat when it went
under her, as she struck same a blow
that could be heard for some dist-
ance.
STREET RAILWAY
MR, FAY, OF DETROIT, MICH.,
HERE ON BUSINESS ABOUT
STRIICE
Combined Meeting to Be Held on
Sunday Between Labor Union
and Locked-Out Men.
Centre! Labor Union held a spec-
ial meeting at their hall on North
Fourth street last evening to meet
Mr. Fay, of the national executive
board of the street oar employes in-
ternational union. He gave a most
interesting talk regarding matters
pertaining to organized labor, and a
stiecial combined meeting will be
held Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
in +the assembly room between the
Ceatral Labor Union and the locked-
out street railway employes. At
that time Mr. Fay will deliver an-
other address to the bodies.
During Islet evening resolutions
were adopted era/finning the 'hearty
support and co-operation of the Cen-
„tied Labor Union with the locked-
mit employes in their fight against
the local street railway company.
Tat official call for Sunday's gather-
ing appears in another column.
sMr. Fay arrived here yesterday
orning and it was reported on the
sllreets that 'he came to settle the
strike. This is his businers, and it
was also said Oast night's special
gathering was for that purpose, but
the tmion delegates deny tatie, as is
shown by their resolutions.
The motormen. -and conductors
have now been out nearly four
months and claim they win fight to
the last ditch.- while on the other
hand the railway- line state; it is mov
ing along the same as. usual, getting
all the men needed,
Next Thursday evening the Central
Labor Union nominates officers for
the ensuing term,
beaks off the tracksmimareidlinnnti
the Vancouver Island
IN TERRIFIC GALE.
Goes to Pieces and Alt on Board
Find Death in the Mad
Water.
WARNING BUOY AT PLACE
RECENTLY DISAPPEARED
Victoria, B. C., Dec. 28.—The Brit-
ish bark Pass of Melfort, Capt.
Gauden, from Ancon for Puget
Sound, drove ashore on the rocks of
Vancouver Island, a quarter of a
mile east of Amphitrite Point, Tues-
day night and an ces board were lost.
The vessel was making for the en-
trance to the Straits, when the ter-
rific southwest gale drove her to lee
shore on Vancouver Island and the
ddtarmied ship drove with terrific force




Bodies of the lost seamen are now
coining ashore. The first body re-
covered was that of a seamon dressed
in oil skins and overalls: Two snore
were soon afterward seen rolling in
the heavy surf, but could not be-re-
covered.
A number of ship's buckets, all
marked "Pass of Melfort,” were
hound on the beach, and not far
away in a small bay at the extreme
end of Amphitrite Point which marks
the -westerly entrance to Barkley
Sound, the ship's barometer, broken
boats and the figure head of the
bark came ashore, together with other
wreckage.
Two spars Wtre visible to watchers
from shore, washing about as though
held by other submerged wreckage.
Log Book.
A torn piece of paper, which seems
like part of the log book of Capt.
Gauden, was found on the beach with
the name "John Houston" on it, and
not far away a water-soaked photo-
fifteen seamiest -and 'ppren-
tices o' the Past Merfort, taken at the
bark's poop, was found on the beach.
At midnight last night Capt. James
Gauden, agent of marine of fisheries,
received a dispatch from Uclulet that
everything possible was being done to
identify, if possible, tile bodies that
had come ashore.
There was a whistling buoy recent-
ly placed off Amphitrite Point, but it
disappeared. Two days before Christ-
the government ;timer Quadra
egais sent to look for ,the missing
buoy to replace it, but' the steamer
failed, to find the buoy in a short
search, and returned to port for
Christmas.
Steel Bark.
The Pass of Mlelfort is a British
four-mastedf sten bark of 2,346 tone
built in Illgt at Glasgow for Gibson
& Clark. She was last seen by the
British ship Brochick Castle, which
was passed by the wrecked bark,
and Capt. °keen of the Brodrick
Castle, who himself had a DITTOW
es-cape coming into the Straits, had









Logansport, Ind., Dec. 28.--A OM
of tobacco in the trousers pocket was
all thet saved the life of Albert H.
til'"rnag from a 
bullet discharged
Irons a revolver held by John Simons,
near Galveston, Ind.
'Simons was showing ; new re-
volver to Thomas, taking out, as he
thought, all the cartridges.
It was first thought that Thomas
had been mortally wounded', but in-
vestigation found the bullet lodged-in
the plug of tobacco nnd that' he had
suffered injury.DO
Wedding Announced .
Mlles Alice Taylor and Mir. Edwfa
Wood;, of this city, yesterday sur-
prised their friends by announcing
that December etst they were mar-
ried by Rev. Dr. Porter at Cairo.
They are now residing at Fifth and
Trimble streets. The bride is the
pretty daughter of Councilman Young
Taylor, while the groom is the son
of Captain Joe Woods, fOrmerly of
the police force.
'Preparations are atready going on
in Rome to celebrate in tota8 the





COMPANY DiD THIS YES- ,
TERDAY.
dials Talked Over Publi n-
terests Last Evening.
The annual meeting of the boa
of directors for the Paducah Real
Estate Investment company, was
held last evening at the office of the
concern in the Fraternity building.
The authorized capital of the con-
cern in $25,oup, and the semi-annual
dividend of 3 per cent, was declared
for the benefit of the stockholders..
The directors elected the officers to
serve the company the ensuing year,
they being Edgar W. Whittemore,
president; William Marble, vice pres
ident, and Fred J. McElwee, secre-
tary and treasurer.
Addition Completed.
The long addition put to the Starks
Ullman Sadlery company's building
od North Eighth street, has been
entirely completed and there install-
ed ins-de the addit.on mac/nanny ,o
necessary on account of the grosnirin
business of the concern Part of
the addition will be used as a stock
room also.
Commercial Club.
Last evening . meeting was held
at the Commercial club'headquarters # •
on Legal Row, by the board of di-
rectors and some members 'of that
body, a number of the city offieiale n •
and some citizens. The ""....... •,
had as its objeci the discussion' --
many things in general pertaining to
the upbuilding and welfare of this
city's commercial interests, but the
main point up for discussion was re-
garding the city government
ing exemption of tikes for a pe
of five years, to capitalists
bere and instituting factories,
tries or anything of a busin
ure. This exemption is ass
ment for them to locate ' tIL_
and after talking the in tte
the city authorities prise
to take some step after the
the year toward* revising the
now laws so as to accord thin
cement, but not become trio
'Tia.wtrous as has occurred some tint
in the past.
MANY SOLON
PASSING THROUGH THIS CITY
EN ROUTE TO STATE
CAPITOL.
Representative Louis P. Head Will
Leave Tomorrow for Frankfort,
As Will Mr. Campbell.
Judge Eli Barry, the seete
from Marshall county, arrived hcre
last evening for Benton, and left this
morning at too o'clock for Louis-
ville, where Se remains today. He
then tomoriew goes on to Frankfort
to attend the caucus, and also the
next general assembly which con-
vene; the coming Tuesday.
Representative John R. Ray. of
Graves county, and Representative
Joseph W. Jackson, of Hickman and
His Revolver Fulton counties, gO imp Sunday to at-
Off. tend the gatherings, while yesterday
Representative Zeb A. Stewart, of
Murray, went to the etate capitol
around by eay of Paris, Term., and
up through Bowling Green and
Louisville. Senator Conn Linn, of
the Murray, Livingston county and
Lyon county district, passed through
here yesterday morning en route to
the capitol.
Representative Louis P. Head, of
this city, expects to leave tomorrow
Per Frankfort, while State Senator
Wiheeler Campbell it ill do
From all sections of the commove,
wealth the representatives and sPna-
tors are traveling. headed for the
capitol where they will be lie the
next sixty days transacting state
business.
'Congresernan 011ie James arrived
here yesterday and is Dow at 'The
Palmer, but his presence has no poli-
tical significance, as far as known.
Preliminary steps have been taken
at Franlefort toward the -formation of
a new county from the entudi^4 of
Ohio. Breckeinidge and Grayson.
Secretary Root has asked the Navy
department to take steps for the pro.







IS WHAT CAUSED NANNIE
GRAY, COLORED, TO BE
ARRESTED.
Rufus Bronson, Colored, Held to the
Grand Jury on the Charge of
Murdering Wm. Gills.
Yesterday morning in the police
coutr Nannie Gray, colored, was ar-
raigned on the charge of breaking
into the drug store of Joe A. Gard-
ner, at Third and Tennessee streets.
The case was continued until today.
Yesterday morning about 3 o'clock
the drug store clerk and Will Sween-
ey, veho sleep upstairs, lseard the
side window crash below. The po-
lice were notified, but before they
could get there the thief had gone.
Blood was found on the cash regis-
ter and window sash, so the officers
commenced looking for anyone with
blood on them. Officer Churchhill
caught the Gray woman hear the N.,
C. & St. L. depot, at Fifth and
Norton, with her hand tied in an
apron and bleeding profusely, where
she had cut it in arnashing the win-
dow. Under her an was found a
box of "coke," wbile in a bucket she
•carried were particles of glass that
dropped into it when the window
broke. She lives on Washington
street.
The murder charge against Henry
Holboawy, alias "Kid" Holloway,
colored, was continued until next
Tuesday. He is accused of murder-
ing George •Travis, colored, ten
nights ago at Twelfth and Terre:I
streets.
There was ciente:Med until next
Saturday the case charging Prentice
Campbell. coloireck with cutting
Charles Baker, white, last July out
in Rowlandtown. Campbell Was
brought back here yesterday morn-
ing by Detective Moore from India-
napolis, Ind., where he was caught.
Rufes Bronson, colored, was held
to the grond jury without bond on
the charge of murdering Wiliam
Gills, colored, at the home of Jennie
Grundy, mistress of Bronson, on
Twelfth and Jones streets, last Sun-
day night.
Will Childress, colored, was held
to the grand jury on the charge of
bemiring into the establishment of
,Lem Jones and stealing some money
'and other things.
Frank Burch was given a contin-
nee until next Tuesday of the case
rging him with knocking Noah
ughlin in the head with a mon-
wrench.
re was continued over until to-
*seeder's' cond-uct charge
Minnie Tice, wife of John
the negro who died as the re-
of *booting 'himself after th:
bosabardinent at Eleventh and Broad
way.
There was continued until todiy
the breach of the peace charge
against Will Foster. colored, who is
the negro that on Christmas was in-
eulging in loud and drunken incen-
diary talk, out about Ninth and
Washington streets, and who had to
be knocked in the head by Officer
Ttrr:11 before he, would come to his
senses. J. H. 241cCuen, the negro
who indulged in some inciting talk
the day of the bombardment ut Elev
enth .nd Broadway, was fined $io
and costs.
Robert Rowland and a man named
Muller were frned Sr each for being
drink.
Hattie Pollard was fined $5 for a
breach of the peace.
Mamie Caldwell; colored, was giv-
en a continuance until eanuary 8th,
of the case charging her with shoot-
ing her. husband, Bud Caldwell, last
week ,on North Niete street. They
both claim it was aq accident, but
th• court ,wanis to examine into this
matter after the husband gets well
(weigh. The doctors cannot tell
whether he will pull through or not.
There was left open until next
Monday the warrant charging Con-
tractor George Katterjohtr with leav-
ing piles of brick and other building
material stacked tip out n front i4
the Elks' building on North Fifth.









Fiesten, Mass., Dec. ale—The
teenty-tifth anniversary of the Young
People's society of Christian En-
deavor will occur on February ' next.
it will be commemorated by the
nearly 7o,000 societies and by the
ree and one-half million members
by numerous Endeavor Unions,
I • I, county, state and national.
Dt g the last two years forty-six
states\sind territories of the United
States &NI three provinces of Canada
have gained more than to per cent.
in the number of their societies.
Hawaii has gained le per cent., and
the Christian Endeavor has gained a
foothold in the Philippines. Ten
thousands societies have reported a
total of eelf a million dollars in gifts.
The next all-European convention
will he bele' from Jule 2f/ to August
s at Geneva, Switzerland, in connec-
tion with the World's Christian En-
deavor convention
District Wortley Jeronre's official
pintality as certifiesteely the board of
elections in New lebrk is 15,064.
In a Roundabout Way They Try to
Hide the ,True Value of Prop-
erty From Assessor.
A certain public official yesterday
stated that he noticed that in large
number, of instances, which art grad
ually growing, that deeds are filed
with the county c:erk transferring
property in which it is stated that
the property is sold for "$1 and oth-
er considerations."
The official irr question said tat
this was a dodge to hide the true
valuation of real estate around town
so the owners of the property could
get out of paying taxes as much as
possible.
-Every year When the county asses
sor begins training property for coun
ty and state tax purposes the county
clerk makes a copy of records in the
latter's office, showing what property
has been sold_ during those twelve
months, the name of the seller aril
also purchaeer, its locetien and tee,
amount paid for the land or lots.
The assessor then uses this list in
making up his aseessments to a great
extent, he being better able to judge
what the piece of ground should be
valued at for taxes if 'he has before
him the price paid fqr same by the
purchaser.
Now people buying and selling
real estate are getting into the prac
tice of saying in the deed that so and
so transfers this piece of property
to so and so for $1 and other consid-
erations. The °flo'v considerations
may be the payment of $eo,000, there
fore when the assessor reaches a
piece of this kind•of property he
just, has to Snake a guess at its val-
uation.
The owner by not putting in the
deed what -he paid for same takes e
good chance of getting the assessor
to value it at less than what it
should be assessed for.
A glance at the county clerk's lees
orde shows that weekly more indent
ur.s of this character are being lodg-
ed for record there, and one real es-
tate dealer remarked a few days ago
that it looked as if it would be only
a year or two until everybody would
he making out their deeds that way.
FAVORS LOCK CANAL.
Chief Engineer Stevens Says It Is
Only Feasible Plan. ‘i
Washington, Dec.28.—Chairman
Shores, accompanied by Chief En-
gineer J. ee Stevens, of the Isth-
mian canal commission., has arrived
in Washington. Mir. Stevens has
come to Washington to give his
views to the commission on the type
of canal that should be constructed.
His advice to the conwnission will be
based upon 'his study of the great en
ginter problem, as he has been on
the ground foe. several months.
Mr. Stevens, it may be definitely
stated, is in favor of a lock canal,
and at a moderately 'higb level. He
will recommend to the commission
the coneetuctien of a lock canal for
a number of reasons, which he is prz
eared to present, but principally be-
cause, in his opinion, the cost and
lergeh of time which will be required
for building such a canal can be es-
timated with a great degree of defin•
itenees, while the cost and time re-
quired for constructing a sea level
canal presents a problem so indefin-
ite' that, in his opinion, its consider-




St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 14.—It became
known yesterday tha• the fourteen
railroads comprising the Terminel as-
sociation have begun to distribute
their new tariff sheets, grating a
through bill of lading to from
St. Louis and seductions ranging
from 25 ter 73 per cent, of the bridge
tel. which is ahem-bed in the through
bill. While the new east-bound rates
from St. Louis well become effective
January t, it is announced that 'there
may be some delay in putting the
westbound rates into operation.
owing to greater detail work. • In
granting a through bill of lading on
which the bridge toll is absorbed,
the railroads will now deliver in St.




Washington, I), C., Dec 28.—The
ordinance bureau of tele war war de-
partment has in contemplation a
competitive contest for new models of
a revolver for the use of the United
States army. What is desired by the
department is a weapon possessed of
greater stopping power than the re-
volver now in use in the army. The
details of the trialw have not as yet
been arranged. It is expected that
weapons of large calibre and possibly
of different type from those now in
use will be tested.
It is reported ai, Indianapolis that
Gov. Hanly is about to issue a call
for an extra session of the Indiana
general assembly. - 1
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HUBBARD HELD
RECOGNIZED TO ANSWER TO
GRAND JURY FOR HOUSE-
BREAKING.
Mr. John J. Bleich Rents Offices
Formerly Used by Joe Wood as
Sleeping Quarters.
Yesterday afternoon at the county
court house, Justice A. N. Sears
tried the case charging Gentry Hub-
bard, colored, with breaking into a
bduse belonging to Jim Little, also
colored. The magistrate held t'ne
accused to the grand jury and re-
leased him on his personal bond of
$roo. Hubbard rented a house from
Little, but not paying his rent the
latter put him out and attached Hub
bard's hensehold goods wino), are
stored inside the building. Little
now claims that Hubbard broke into
the place and tried to get some of
the furniture and articles.
Justice Sears tried the case down
at the court house, because it was
too far for the witnesses and law-
yers to come to Tyler, here he
usually conducts court.
Took Quarters.
Justice-elect John J. iBleicih has
rented the quarters on Legal Row
that were yesterday vacated by Mr.
Joe Wood, formerly captain of the
police force, as sleeping quarter.
The two offices are now on the sec-
ond floor above the law office of At-
torney Oscar Kahn, and MT. Illeich
i; now preparing to furnish them,
with his furniture and fixtures .pre-
partory to making it his headquar-
ters. He becomes a justice of the
peace next week, having succeeded
Magistrate Jesse Young, who goe.
out after a four years' service.
Returns TomorrOw.
Justice Richard J. Barber is ex-
pected back tomorrow from Mem-
phis, Tenn., where he has been the
past ten days visiting his daughter,
Mrs. Jack Flynn, wife of the super-
intendent. for the Memphis division
of the Illinois Central railroad.
CAMPAIGN FOR
FRANCE'S PRESIDENT.
Enters Upon Its Final and Acute
Stage—Leading Candidates.
'Paris, Dec. A.—With the passing
of Christmas the French presidential
campaign enters upon its final and
acute period. Throughout the prov-
inces the best oratorical 'talent of
the republic is being employed to
'bring pressure to bear upon the mem
bens of parliament—througli their
constituents.
M. Fallieres and M. r re-
main the most promieenitdates,
with the chances in favor of the for-
mer, whose long senatorial record is
stainless, while N. Dotuner is ?aid
tc have soiled his hands during his
governorship of Indo-China.. M.
Pelletan, minister of marine, declar-
ed that the election of M. Downer
would mean war with Germany, fol-
lowed by a Downer dictatorship. He
demanded that Ne. Downer's follow-
ers should tell why the latter, who
left France for Indo-China covered
with debts, returned to Paris to scat
ter gold by the handful.
Unless a satisfactory reply is given
to the charges involved in M. Pee
Irtan's question, it is believed that
they will ruin M. Ihoutnerei chances.
for he is already unable to deny that
he deserted the socialist party, which
gave him his start in polities, the
moment he found it peosonally prof-
itable to alter his course.
M. Fallieres is not making a cam-
paign' at all, either directly or indi-
rectly, having left it all to his friends
11 a deadlock should develop be-
tween him and M. Doumer the only
other possible candidates are M.
Courgeeis and M. Chatimie.
WORK OF "BLACK HAND."
Threatening Letters Received by a
Multi-Millionsire in New York.
Syracuse, N. Y., Dec. 28.--Chas.
M. Crouse, one of the wealthiest
men in Syracuse, end a multi-mil-
lionaire, has received two F tc-ange let
ters from some person who pretends
to be a member of the Black Hand,
threatening to blow up Mr. Crouse's
borne if 'he did not place $2,4010 in
cash in a cigar box on the curb in
front of his residence, to be called
for in the night. The letters have
been turned over to the police.
The second letter said that dyna-
mite would be used on Mr. Crouse's
house and that an attempt would be
made on the lives of his family if h(
did not prodnce the money.
GEN. WHEELER MAY WIN.
Likely to Be Appointed Police Com-
missioner of New York.
New York, Dec. 28.—It developed
Tuesday that Gen. J. Wheeler is the
leading candidate for appointment by
Mayor McClellan as pobice commis-
sioner. Gen. Wheeler has been a
resident of this city since the close
of the Spanish-American war. He is
a retired major genc3ra1 of the United
States army. He was one of the
most successful and distinguished
cavalry commandere
that is produced with much of the
elaborate finesse of opera, but with a
score that is in a lighter and more
popular vein and with a libretto that
is modern and thoroughly up-to-elate
in its comedy and theme. The com-
bination of catchy, twentieth century
fun, light and graceful dancers, fine
singers and fun-makers and gorgeous
scenic and costume sureounding,
make "The Chaperons" one of the
gayest of ntusicat attraction. The
production this season is nee in
every particular and the company one
of the best, including:•Edych Valmes:
ada. Ruth Lloyd, Doris Goodwin,
Harry Laden, John Price, George
lsyclecker, Frank Wooley and others
"The Woman in the Case."
Few plays of misdern authorship
have had such universal praise from
the New York, critics as was accorded
Clyde Fitch's sensational success,
"The Woman in the Case" which ill
to be presented at the Kentueky next
Thursday night. The able critic of
Town Topics for instance says:
"There can scarcely be two opinions
about 'The Woman in the Case.' It
teems with dramatic interest though
three acts, and if the last act is als
Most unnecessary, it has the merit if
being 'short and can be excelled oe
that snore. "The Woman in tee.
Case" like most of the Fitch plays,
tells a story of to-day—a stery of
New York men and manners, ate) it
tells it with the sure, deft manner of
the man who:knows. From the first
it grips the interest and holds it. e
is real and thrilling. It is refreshing
too in its picture of domestic trust '
and loyalty. Very fine indeed is the
character of Margaret Rolfe, and not
one whit overdrawe; are almost
equally good is that of Julian, her
husband, manly, frank and clean.
Against this fair 'background the sor-
did vulgar creature of the chorus and
the town, Claire Forster, is sil-
houetted clear and sheep end fOf -
bidding. Clyde Fitch has written an-
other soccesse
The Woman in the Case" played a
continual engagement at the Herald
Square threatre, N. Y., for over four
months although the original contract
was for only four wecke. The play
will be presented here with a notable
cast of players and the production
will be precisely the same as was
seen during its four months run in
New York.
immaimmitrirk—
AT THE NTUCKY Special) Sale
On Wall Paper.
Paul Gilmore's "Capt. Debonnairs."
The Evening Post of Olittrlestone
S. C , of the 1st. inst. says of Paul
Gilmore and his latest attraction,
"Capt. 'Debonnaire," which is to be
presented tomorrow (Saturday) in
matinee and at night at the Ken-
tucky:
"Paul Gilmore, truly an idol of the
South, secured a brilliant triumph at
the Academy of MIusic last evening
before a large and enthusiastic aud-
ience in 'Capt. Debonnaire.' Hand-
some polished, talented and forceful.
Mr. Gilmore gave a splendid' portrayal
of Louis be Debonnaire, his concep,
tion of this dashing soldier being
ideal, lie infused life, nerve and his
auditors by his rare ability to make
love ardently, to play the wit -with
his friends and to triumph over hi,
enemy. Of a peculiarly magnetic per-
sonality. Mr. Gilmore quicklyseeon
the complete favor of his audience
and' the artist was evident in his every
movelment. That he has pronounced
talent was made clear in his seccess-
fnely deceiving the house into be-
lieving that he was the real, the liv-
ing Louis le Debonnaire. In return-
FOing to his fayored field of hister„
art, the romantic,..it is mandes(that DOW
Mr. Gihnore has &leen wieelty .and
well, for his. work`litet evening Ira, PAPERS.'
at alb times superlatively'-'splendid.
"Mr. Gilmore has a superb pro-
ductibn and a company of uniform ex-
cellence, every role being entrusted
to a competent player. The. scenes
are laid in Quebec and New Minter-
lam, allowing for feel dspley of cos-
tinny' and scenery. The setting for
the first act, the autumn fete at which
Louis first appears in New Amster-
dam, was beautiful. The drama is
replete with sparkling lines and inter-
esting episodes. It is well developed.
the author being consistent in his
construction, never forgetting the
main theme nor introducing extra!,
eons incidents. Mr. Gilmore has the
best role he has yet played and he
is bound to score pronounced success
Wherever he appears in the romantic
drama. 30
"Mfr. Gilmore has INA Mtn one of
the largest companies ever in the city
and it well supports him too." MAIIIL, [FINGER & co.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HASP
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. , YOU CAN PAPER
A ROONI,,,,,FIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH-
FOR THE WALL RUM OF ONLY 65TENTS. NICE PLAIN Ft.C.
AAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARAL SELLING AT 6 CENTS
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY '5c PER SINGLE ROLL
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE tIANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, roe, rsc, 30(
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL. ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SLAT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL FFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE COL
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDEitS TO MATCH. AtiL
COLORS IN BURLAPS., .ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS 11.
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DR--
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
HEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
SHADES, CANVAS. TACK/LAND BUILDING All DROOFING
.:ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREA4' YOU RIGHT AND
etIVR YOU THE BIM VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
. C. LEE
Corner Zrd & Kentucky Ave.
'The Chaperofts„ Comedy-Opera.
Isidore Witerarlis comedy-opt/1ra
success "The Chaperone' will be pre.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
SOUT tiTHIRD ST. PADUCA11.1K1*
sented at the Kentucky on Monday
matinee and night.
"The Chaperons" is a musical farce 1_4 Le BEBouT•
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance a




Ask Representative Ector, or Clark
County, to Resign.
Winchester. Ky, Dec 28.—A mass
meeting was held at the Courthouse
here Memday in response to a call
by the steeportere of Senator Black-
burn here, and a resolution was
adopted asking for the resignation of
State Representative-elect , Ector,
who, in a card published in a Frank-
fort paper, declared his intention to
vote for Judge Paynter for United
States senator. The Bleekburn men
claimi that Ectoe had promised to
vote for Blaelobern.
ITS HIGH TIME'
For you to begin laying up something for
rainy days and the infirmities of old age.
Make regular deposits in this bank where
your money will inat work for you at compound In









• REAL ESTATE AGENCY
jADUCAM REAL ESTio-it... WESTERN KENTUCKY FARIC. EASII
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WETTIRN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR ET.




































This stock will be
, sold at






Purchased from the United States Bankrupt Court, at, a
Premier efforts m value giving begins at this store,
iummisomer
11 This stock will beNKRupT SALE, sold at:nr.t:r •
• 25 TO 50 CENTS
on the
DOLLAR
216 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY., Schwab's Old Stand,
SATURDAY, DEC. 30, 1905,9 fm.
Prices the- lowest ever known. Every purchase means a saving of from 50 cents to 75 cents on the Dollar.
00000 •••• #.0 ****** 10.0 V. **
It will emphatically be the largest and greatest bargain opportunity sale ever conducted in Paducah.
Values never before tliought of will be handed out to you, as the stock MUST POSITIVELY be sold out
regardless of ,its cost. We bought it at a ridiculously low price and will give you the benefit of our bargain.
We did not buy the stock to keep it, but to close it out, and that QUICKLY. You know the stock Schwab
had and it needs no commendation 'from us. We know it was worth much more than we dreamed of, and
you will profit by it if you are quick to seize the opportunity, for the mere announcement of the prices
below will make things move lively from the time the doors are thrown open Saturday morning.
N#N e can not emphasize too much what this sale means to you. It will overshadow anything of a like
nature ever held here, and should interest every man and woman in town, and they should seize the chance
to supply their wants in the clothing and furnishing line for months to come, as an opportunity like this.
is seldom had.
We shall have a sufficient number of good salespeople to wait on you and see that you get just what
you want, and we especially suggest that you are indeed missing something real good if you fail to come
down andtake advantage of the possibilities we offer you to your money go a long way.
Bad weather has just started. You know the next three months are the worst of our winters, and
winter clothes will be in demand; therefore you can appreciate what this sale means. Clothing, Underwear,
Hats, Caps, Glovps, Shirts, Trunks and Suit Cases will be sold at nearly give-away prices.
This stock must be closed out quickly, and in order to do so goods will be slaughtered. Remember,
every purchase means a saving of from 50 cents to 75 cents on the dollar.
Overcoat Dept.
Excellent values heavy weights,
blue and brown, Schwab's price $7.50.
Bankrupt sale price . $2.48
Men's extra fine Kersey Over-
coats, Schwab's price, Silk Bankrupt
sale price  $6.48
Men's extra quality, blue, black
and brown. Schwab's price Si° oo,
Bankrupt sale price  $4.98
Fancy Belt Overcoats, newest pat-
terns, finest quality. Schwab's price
$7 30 to $22 so Bankrupt saki
price $3.48 to $9.98
Boys' Overcoats
Schwab's prices $4 50 to $12 so,
Bankrupt sale
price $1.26to$5.98
All these Overcoats are high grade,
of the best manufactures in this coun
try and are worth from two to three











Good styles and excellent qualities.
Men's and Boys' Pants, Schwab's
price $1 50, Bankrupt sale
price  490
Men's and Boys' Corduroy Pants.
Schwab's price $1.00 to $r.so.
Bankrupt sale price  490
Dress Pants, best ever  offered,
Schwab's price, $2 oo to
$6 50, Bankrupt sale price
..... 760 to $3.19
300 pairs Knee Pants, Schwab's price
25c, Bankrupt sale price . 120
500 Pairs Knee Pants, Schwab's price
25c to Sr 50, Bankrupt sale
Price  160 to 740
Men's and Boys'
Suits
Men's and Boys' Suits, Schwab's
price $3 Bankrupt sale
price  $1.48 to $1.98
Men's and Boys' Suits in all colors
and good quality, Schwab's
price $6 oo to $1000, Bank-
rupt sale price
...... $2,98 and $3,98
Men's Suits for business or dress—
best makes, high grade, all
patterns, Schwab's price $12.50
Bankrupt sale price .. $5,98
AU Finest Suits sold by Schwab for
$15.00 tc $22 50, Bankrupt
sale price $6,24 to $11.24
One lot Suits all wool, Schwab's
prices $e oo to Sti oo, Bank-
rupt sale price  $3.98
Men's Black and Blue Granite Verii-
tian and Silk linings, Schwab's
prices $32.50 to $32.50, Bankrupt
sale price $6,98 to $11.24
Extra sizes and stout sizes 44 to
so, in all colors and grades, Schwab'.
prices from $8 oo to $515.00, Bank-
rupt sale
price • . $3.48 to $7.98
Children's Jackets and Pants,
Schwab's prices Si so to $6.5o
Bankrupt sale price
  490 to $3,15
All the suits in this stock are thee
very latest creations and we have
them in all cuts, Double and Single
Breasted
Furnishing Goods
sc dozen Shirts, Schwab's price 50c.
Bankrupt sale price 190'
50 dozen Shirts, Schwab's price 75c,
Bankrupt sale price  38(
35 dozen Shirts, Schwab's price $1.25,
Bankrupt sale price 790
25 dos Overalls Schwab's price 75c.
Bankrupt sale price  380
15 doz. Overalls, Schwab's price $1.50
Bankrupt sale price ., . 790
25 doz. Fleece Undershirts and draw-
ers, Schwab's price







40c, B nkrupt sale
• • • - - • 190
2c doz. Suspenders, Schwab's price
5oc, Bankrupt sale price . 190
20 doz. Suspenders, Schwab's price
Sr.00, Bankrupt sale price. 380
Don't miss this great bona fide Bankrupt Sale of the M. Schwab Stock, 216 Broadway.
Remember: Bankrupt Sale Opens Saturday, December 30, 1905, and continues till all goods are
sold out.
"reg will.11110
Schwab's Old Stand, PADU26A1r,M114 ‘RICK
TI
WANTED--25 Experienced Clothing and Furnishing Salesmen and Salesladies.
MERCHANTS WILL FIND IT TO THEIR. ADVANTAGE TO BUY HE SALE.
25 doz. fine half Hose, Schwab's
price roc, Bankrupt sale
price 4  3t
25 doz. fine half Hose, Schwab's
price ac, Bankrupt *ale
price   90
so doz. Handkerchiefs, Schwab's
price 5c, Bankrupt sale price 20
35 doz. Handkerchiefs, Schwab's
15 
price 
Schwab's price 15c. Bankrupt
sale price • • 7 1-2(
doz. Handkerchiefs, Schwab's
price 25C, Bankrupt sale
t5 doz. Handkerchiefs, Schwab's
price 5oc, Bankrupt sale
price. . . . 
Men's and Boys' Gloves at your
own price
Men's and Boys' Collars
Bankrupt sale price 
worth roc,
10
Men's Hats, Schwab's price Sr to $4,
Bankrupt sale price
  240 to $1.98




















at Register Building, 523 Broanway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
:OHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year $5-00
Six Months   2.50
Chree Months  5.25
One Week 
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regulraly should report the matter t.
)




•So6r •fie •aaes 'llustensys Septia
One Shrewd Hamilton.
Andrew Hamilton, the man 
who
handled the lobbyists for the 
New
York insurance companies, as
aistulged in the investigation in
York City, is wise in remaining 
in
thoogh it' has not been clear
until now why he declined to 
return
to the states when the inves
tigation
first began.
In a so-called statement, which ha
gave swung .McCall and the latter
presented to the investigating corn
mittee. Hamiltcrn admits to having
bandied something like tifiso,itoo, of
money belonging to the companies,
he represented, and of this amount
he fails to account for about Saps
loo though he has in a way offered
10 give up $100,000 of this sum, per-
#ps on condition that he is not fur-
disturbed. Iiamilton doubtless
4sextradition.if he does not make
d of an offer to come down
re with his palls, the Me-
1 it would appear they ex-
teatime 'to repay to the New
Life company. and should pay.
;-tie statement of Hamilton is
about the blackest ehapters in the
t-ole story of the mismanagement
asd robbery of the insurance compan
les and goes farther to prove that
the end of the whole matter Whouh!
he the prosecution and punishment
of the entire gang of filchers if not
bo'al thieves.
The large sums of money that was
wrongfully taken from the treasur-
ies of the fnsurance companies and
used by Hamilton--and of which he
refuses, to account, if he can—were
partia/usly a corruption fund and
spent for corrupt purposes. Some of
the money may have been used to
keep drisyn just inch an investigation
assthat tathichefias been made and to
prevent the high-handed procedure
of the insuranrelifficials to go oh
without pubTicity or detection. It
might have continued indefinitely
hitt for the falling out of Alexander
sria Hyde. Bin Hamilton is no






York City in convicting and
in the penitentiary a number
election thieve: did" well
but in senditqr to the pen
Abe Hummel her *acting shyster
and rascally lawyer, she did herself
perhaps the greateat credit. The ela-
tion thieves were convicted
l
as a plain
proposition and a natural const-
outtnce, but treeing fibre and giving
him a term in the pen was a piece
of work out of the ordinary. fintnnsel
\was •a disgrace to his calling and a
N, mace to the social and commercial
:eti of that, city and when he goes
to Sijig-Sang his, departure will he
100.. riddance Other communities
'hjAtt#itrating Abe Hummels and,
liattruld be boanced to pricon•
aft141011., the election and - other
tlpOsei'itsnissiscals, for they are all
4.rdlaseittlittaugh they may; come
under /tiffs isent heads.
REGisTER L:dtig,aht.ilontshandnsarpThli:i,ng osfuriprrreis:tsi, 
ANNUAL 
MESSAGE
larities in our state departments or n
institutions the people would not
•
object to having this fact made doub-
ly assured by a painstaking examina-
tion of all departments and branches
of the state. Certain there is no one
to (abject to the work.
Judge Kellar, of Kansas, has de-
cided that a newspaper is a necessity
of life. This decision may be a new
one in law, but the Man who has not
long known the necessity and the
benefit of a newspaper would be a
curiosity indeed. A newspaper as a
necessity is 'next to a woman', hair
Isis and its use is about as wide too.
Warm over yoar -Merry Christ-
mas" on the 1st prox, and make your
"Happy New Year" as cherry, as
possible, but leave out all halarity and
the noise. What you had on the asth
in hilarity and noise was surely
enough for one holiday. season.
Taere will be strenuous times in
Frankfort soon, and particalaray the
coming- week. II6ny an uninitiated
solon will soon be wiser than before
in ways that are dark and tricks that
are N ain if nit otherwise. And this
is no dream. 
ABOUTTHE SAME
MAJOR BLOOM IS STILL CON-
FINED ABED AT ST.
LOUIS
Capt William C Clark Is Able to
Again Be Upon the Streets—
Other Ailing Parties.
Word from St, 1...oniS is that Ma,.
Moses Bloom contimies in about Vie
same condition at the borne of his
daughter, Mrs. Blanche Einstein,
where two weeks ago he was strick-
en with paralysis while there with
his family for a visit. He cannot
leave his bed and it will be some
weeks before he v.-ill be able to be
moved back home, that is if he does
not take a tern for. the worse.
Able to Be Out.
After being confined six weeks,
Captain Wm. C. Clark is able to
again be upon the streets. He has
not, however, entirely recovered from
the effects of the injuries' be sus-
tained when struck by a street car
on Broadway
Other Sickness
-Mr. Hal Walters is able to be out
upon the streets after a two weeks'
illness.
1611. Hogbe• Thomas, the young
clothier, is confined at 'his home on




6reetinqs of the Season 4E14
READ MR.' RHODES BOUGHT OUT
IT TO THE ALDERMEN
FIRST.
Can't Start Thereon Until Devout-
mental Statements-Are in and
reio5 Business Wound Up.
Mayor Yeiser stated yesterday
that he would not have his annual
message completed until next Thurs-
day, and it would., • st d to
the aldermen that inar-
ily he tries to get skc tima
for the council WIN eh wa'Y meets
on the first Monday night of th•
New Year, but this time it will go
to the aldermen first and then the
council the third Monday night of
next month, unless beforehand there
is held a special sessior of that body.
The mayor has to wai4 until every-
thing is closed up for this. year be-
fog: Oe eats get complete and final
•veports from the municipal depart-
thants. Ile gets these departmental
statements from the various public
officials, who show what has been ac-
complished this year and what should
be done the new year. The mayor
then includes these reports and sug-
gested recommendations in his an-
nual message, w'herein is also incor-
porated whatever suggestions he has
to make for 1906, and comments up-
on how things went during 1905.
City Eagineer Washington yester-
day said that he would not have his
annual report made out ia time for
the mayor to get it next week, is -the
accumulated work in his department
is so great be has not any spare
time to take for the statement.
As the departments cannot com-
plete their statements until the year
ends and legislative boards transact
everything Saturday, this means the
...mayor cannot commence on his me-.-
sage until Monday, and it will take
him several days in prepare it prOp-
erly •
Officer Getting Better.
Patrolman James Clark continues
to get better daily at his home in
MeshanicsInirg of the injuries in-
flicted upon his lower limb during
the bombardment Christmas day at
Eleventh and Broadway.
Other Mishaps .
John Thornton. of Tyler. was deiv
mg down' South Sixth street yeater-
day when his 'horse became fright-
inert at a cat and threw him out.
dislocating hi, right elbow.
Noah McLaughlin was able to be
out yesterday, after a two weeks'
confinement as the result of Frahir
Burch hitting him In the he ..; with
a wrench. Both are T. F shop
helper,. .
Transies Clerk Ed Lawless, who
is Oat-lofted at Fourth an Broad-
way by the street car company, yes-
serday ruptured a small tlood vessel
the result of a severe snevaing spell.
He is not seriously hurt. The spell
came over him while at the corner
on duty.
1 
Fred. the 12 Nail-Ai:ft son of Mr.
C. G. Kelly, the painter and wall
paperer, is suffering from a fractur-
jed collarbone, caused by being -knock
cd down vahile /playing with some
other boys.
It is to be hoped that the legisla-
ture of this state; corfvenes
Tuesday next in Frankfort, will not
be sts engrossed with the senatorial
contest and either hunts for office as
to neglect duties the peifle would
!ike to see attended to. Especially
is it hoped t
souse time 00
r,fthe rlepqrti
the body will And
noir* investigating
• aged the state is-
1ie day of in-
The Boarding-House Nightingale.
(Minneapolis Journal.)
A well-known teacher of intisic,
whose name we haie eseaoed just
now. declare, that a stand singing
voice tartlet he inborn -and can not
he "created." A lot of tie would
freclv give 75 cents apiece if the
hoarding-honee nightingale craild he
convinced of this elementary fact in
reitiaie. But reforms are not brought
a* fdipply 715 this. A flambee of
youna ladies who can make hostiT
wain& by opening the month 'and
fencing wind through the larynx.
think that the aingina voice may he
cultivated by doing the same fiercely
and often. A person of this char
may make cansiderable noise it
world without being within t nty
feet of the singing voice. The site
of her frame is entirely incornnisnanr-
ate with the noise she makee. Yes,
It is rather funny—for a
After that you begin to ti
long- tr.; live *th the In
MANGUM ELECTED
COLONEL GUS G. SINGLETON
MADE NOBLE tiRAND
OF ORDER.
The New Officers for the Fraternal
Order of Eagles Will Be Installed
Neat Week. _ •_
Last Evening at ineeaing of Man-
gum lodge of Odd Fellows the elec-
tion of officers was held, with result
that the following were chosen: Gus
G. Singleton, noble grand; S. J. Price,
past grand: Harry L. Judi!, secreary
and Harry R. Hank, treasurer. Next
Thursday night the installation
ceremonies occur, at which time
Noble Grand Singleton names his
.appointive officers who are to serve
with him.- 'There are eight or ten
of them .
Ingleside lodge of Odd Feklows
elects its °fitters this evening at their
meeting in the Fraternity building
I od geroor
Last night after the election Mr.
Singleton entertained all the members
with a delighful oyster • supper at
(.iray's llitfirt tin South Fourt:i
street. •
Red Men Elect.
This evening the Red Men hold
their election (luring their meeting




Several v eeks ago the Eagles
elected .their new officers to serve the
ensuing year, and next Wednesday
evening the new officials will in-
stalled intrasalteir respective posi
••••••••
Jersey Camp.
The new officers for Jersey camp of
the Vsroodtnen of the World w14 be
installed at the* meeting next Thurs-
day evening.
i KENTUCKY GLASS AND
OUEENSWARE 'CO. -.g
Will Add This Important Depart-
ment to Their Mamnioth Estab-
lishment on North Fourth.
Yesterday morning Manager Har-
ry C. Rhodes, of the Rhodes-Bur-
ford 'establishment of North Fourth
street, purchased the stock of the
Kentucky Glass and Queenswarc
compapy which has retired from
btiiiness, and which goods are now
being moved from the queensware
'house that occupies the old VanCulin 
building on Broadvray. between Third To Improve-and Preserve Your Beautyand Fourth streets, over to the i
Rhodes-Burford concern on North ,
Fourth.
In buying this stock Mr. Rhodes
completes the arrangements he start
ed some weeks ago to open a queer*
ware department at his big ftirniture
and carpet establishment on North
Fourth street. For this new depart
ment he will use all of the left hand
side of the first floor entering the
building. The furniture and other
stock now an that side of fh•e Store
house will be moved to the upper
floor, leaving half the ground floor
for furniture and the balapce for the
queensware. . i- -'
While East some weeics ago Mr.
Rhodes made heavy purchases of
queensware which will be forwarded
immediately in order so that he can
install same and add it tea- the stock
he got from the local concern. Ile
intends making the queensware de-
partment one of the main features
for the mammoth Paducah esteblish-
ment this,concern maintains.
This departrrent will be opened
for husinces within the next week or
ten days, but the balance of the
n-amn stock wi4 not get 'here from i
New York and other points
New Order of Eagles.
alla Louis P Head, representative-
elett from this comity. and state
grand president for the Fraternal
Order of Eagles ior Kentucky, has
returned fro & a week's absence in
Louisville. Cincinnati amj, Bowling
Green. While at the latter plate he
organized a lodge of 36 members for
the Eagles, and goca back January
14th to institute the subordinat
e
baby. Ile has now under coitrse of
organieation a lodge at Hoiskinaville,
but does not yet know when that will
be installed.
Benton Masonic Election.
At he meeting Wednesday evening
of Benton Lodge No. etat, F. and A.
4., the lapwing offices were elected
for he ensuing term; sit Hardin Ford.
master: C. C Melron senior warden
;
Tyree, junior warden: J. W.
Kinney, ,seesetary: S. 114,, Creasom
treasurer; and S. C. Miller, tyke.
•
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In Green Boxes Only.
SUPERIOR IN QUALITY. HARM-
LESS AS WATER.
Nadine Face Powder is compound-
ed .and purified b ya iiewly discOvered
process. Produces a beautiful, soft
velvet appearinotsewhich remains tin-
til wasised off. Ladies who use Na-
dine Flee Powder in green boxes
are sure the complexion will be fresh
and lovely at close of the evening.
The quality is unequaled. • Buy
one so cent package and if you are
not entirely satisfied notify us, and,
we will promptly refund your money.
Sold by leading druggists, or mail.
Price so cents. White, F:e-h, Pink,
Brunet:.
NATIONAL' TOIIETIC O., Piris,Tm._




MARIPOSA CLUB GIVES ITS
CHRISTMAS BALL THIS
EVENING.
Hard Time Social Given at the Cum-
berland Presbyterian Church Last .
Night—Social Calendar.
The Mariposa club will this even-
ing at The Palmer give its holiday
dance which will be largely attended.
and quite a handsome gathering.
Sens Sand Club.
The Sans Solid club will be rater-
tamed this afternoon by Miss Faith
Langstaff, at '-er home on Eighth and
Kentucky avenue.
Charming Gathering.
Last evening Mt aid Mrs. J.
Campbell eltrurnoy, of West Jefferson
street, entertained the Magazine club
and a few additional guests with a
chip-ming social. The evening was
centemed, with rendition of a musi-
cal Slid literary programme. while
delicious refreshments were partaken fririals. Ile is a 1,or;qer Padneah lad
of by those present. a who ahen soung b ft this, city a nuns-
tier of l• r aga f airiviele with
Hard Time Social.
Lao evening at the Curceterlandl"A 
p..-,mts te.;11,c hu home
church, on Sixth and Kentucky 
It Epstein has devciopoil into
avenue, the Christian Endravotalithat
congregation entertained with a
"Hard Time Social" . that afforded
great amusement to the large crowd
present. Nearly all wete garbed in
costumes indicating hard times. and
they were laughingly ludicrous. A
happy musical programme inter-
spersed with literary features was
presented, and light refreiliment:
served. 
swing gotten ont by Jerome
e. sr. '••• practically owe. the
Calico Hon.
The Calico hop at Flowers •latua
halt above Brittiswa- i bowling alito.
on Broadway near Fifth, was at-
tended by an immense crowd of
pleasure seekers last evening, and a
happy time bad until the early hours
of this morning. The dance was given
by the, ladies society, of the Brother-
hood of Locomotive Firemen and it
was a three()•igh success thoteghout.
Csrrsville Couple.
Miss Agnes Ellis and Mr. Virriasi
Brielges, of Carrsville, Ky., crime here
yesterday accompanied by several 
Washington. Drs. 2•• \ eras, ,!:•
friends and were married in Th..
patch fr m Pinker se
rainTtr parlors,, by Rev. t../ notinccil that a
,, ' tre
2,11,
wa: to ha atarted tn orrigoa and e.X
tend over the carintry ac the purpo•e
of raising a sum alrich , probably
agarcaatc Pons-iota to be pregenter
Miss Alice Raoaevelt on the occasion
of., her marring.- to Represent 'ye
Nicholas Longworth. The presaint
disapproves of \the pristine/6cm, as is
indicated by the following statement
issued from, the White House to
"The president's attention hat,:
bean tailed' to the dispatch fros
Baj1e'r City, Ore., to the eRect that
Whitney-Warner Publishing c•sta
Pant- Nei, Yarl, sea 'Datroit, Mich
27-iniurices it one of the best
it the market. and it is now
being icatteed by the 'Isle oi Bong
Bottg" which played here several
weeks ago at The !.Zentucke.
'Another paw ,,i Mr. Faatein'a that
is rapidly finding tisea popularity is
'Wither Away*" which cart lie beard





most, delightful affair, the spacious
dinning hall being fine for the oc-
casion. The night before Miss
Elisabeth' Sebrec entertained the
and .other guests with a hall at the




•Last evening the P. D. C. club gave
dance at Hotel Crai and it was a
We appreciate your patronage
and thank you
• • 1.




DANCE Bleich's Jewelry„, Store
:. 7see
is stiltheadquarters for anything 
in theline.
224113roadwaxt - PADUCAH, KY.
XIIOSImist RWIESIGNIR'1,011ialt1
kYOUNG COMPOSER 1 BRICK NOT HERE
MR. EDDIE EPSTEIN RE-
TURNED TO LOUISVILLE
YV-STERDAY.
Former Paducah Lad Who Has De-
veIoped Into Quite a Talented
Cofhposet of Songs.
MI _Eddie Epsi ein of Isouirvele.
re t erned home yraterdas morning
after spending sta,ra' ijays here with
finite a aoaspiase of music the- pa 't
few years many- of his excelletit pieces
having wtde reputatiou and also
wide circulation. His twee recent
composition is entitled "Kidding'. and
is _playing to time of -Teasing."
He inserbed the we or the piece,
whia• the music aeranie 7 by are.
.allen lieinnie, the talented artiat of
the Falls City. The composition is
Masque Parr. ipr- sabsteription 'was 
about tote started




Shipped Ten Days Ago From Canton,
Ohio, But Seem to Have Been
Lost in Transit.
•
The brick for the 11:Oen/ice the
Jefferson street work. have becil
shipped from Canton, Ohio, but as ).'t
they have Sever put in their *No.,.
*dm here. Contractor Bridge: hag
treiceiired a bill of Iodine
front. the -vailroad over
were consigned, but the:.
shouts now is pot known. ,
There a-rt ady about ele,000 kre
in 'she consigrum in, hut until they
atria e nit hug can he fl,,tte towards
completing Jefferson at Fifth street.
For a' entice of- about zoo feet no
brick exist, on account of the supply
on hand having rim out bei,/e the
entire improvement was tihished.
When the fresh supply comes the
brick will be laid from the present
terminus of the improvement tip to
•Fifth street. •
When this fs dbne ail the Outiiii 4' •
thoroughfare worts for this year aleA
winter will:Mitre been completed. Oa
nothing firther done emit
spring. • . )
When the warm elenteMa
Jefferson will be re-cot 'seed
oNnalt :tihromorrliirtf.th to, Math, swills bit "
Attie, while Kemacky%ansee' I.
likewise imPrOved Iraq*. For-ll! •
Ltlasci af Trustees
The hoard 'qv trustten
,, soil's always holds its
atonally session the first assilts
evening of each month, bur-hest wet*





-Many friends. were e ertaineg lastiloe a 
wedding present for MiSR Re"4. 14Marait lit
Getting Better. evening at the masque 
party given ;sy Roosevelt the Yoresi
dent colter' that "Y and Tet
Misa Lizzie Singleton continue* to De. and
 Mrs. O. B. Wiliteler,‘ lof 
ivIrie he appreciated, this idence of tG °Minn'
 •
approve at the Riverside hnspital.
ev 
site has been confined for see-
ks the result Of a cal
ji -efiae!
North Thirteenth street. 




'hind would. be endertiken. In fact, ' That t
ThC R al left yesterday aftlrnoon lie 
wished particular that ,1 21tc pro- -lwerditz






































































Largest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction Guaranteed
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers







' • ' 
Body Set Aside $apoo for Sinking
Fund. While lie,00la in Bills
Were itelloweil. ,
Xesterday afternoon at the meet-
ing of the joint finance—committee
of the councilmanic an.. .aidermanit
boards, at the city lad, there was al-
lowed $1,3oo to the Carnegie library
which is maintained chat of the pub-
lic treasury, and which needed air
amount to liquidate the prevent
year's indebtedness. It were due
them and now the institution - has
enough money to start things off
properly for the ensuing year and
then have a balance in the treaeury.
The finance conunittee yesterday
ordered set aside for • the sinking
fund $4,000,. which that fund is en-
titled to out of the general revenue.
Out of this deposit there is taken up
the bonds floated for street improve-
ment purposes when the issue begins
telling due. The sinking fund has
something like $20,000 in it at pre-,-
'ent
. Altogether yesterday The finance
bonessittee went over and aPProrr4
about $15,000 worth of accoents
held against the municipality, and
Which bills will be allowed at the
special meeting tomorrow afternoon





were about $16.oce the pub-
blitasnr.e.and that HO would wip
• 
-
stdostaeselding debts for this-put the books in a clean
1 aaial condition when they started
alas AM of next year
'reit* Anditor Kirkliutd is now -tah-
islatfugi the Mlle they can be et-
:kneed tnintorrelw:
BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 214-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
MADE AUDITOR
•••••=mm.4115;
MR. FRANK SCHMIDT GOES
TO HENDERSON, KY., TO
Has Been Manager of Local Branch
for Brewery There, but Now
Takes Better Place.
Within e4;* next few weeks this
place losea.one of its best and most
enterprising business awn in the pee
son of Mr. Frank G. Schmidt, meet-
ager of the local, office for the Hen-
derson Doming company, who goes
back to Henderson, Ky., to take up
his home, he having been promoted
to the impoetant position of travel-
ing auditor for this mammoth brew-
ery. •
Mr. Schmidt has been manager of
the local interests for the past six
years, and is regerded as the leading
agent for the company anywhere the
country over. lic .has,built up for
them here a business second to none
in the entire city, having employed
a large force of wagons :and men to
handle. the trade, and it is with much
regret that his hosts of friends see
him leave. He is succeedsd here by
Mr. Oareoce E. MillFrs who came
from Henderson, Ky.,lieveral deed
ago and yesterday took charge of the
local office. He is an experienced
brewery man, re6able and sterling
throughout and will beeknise' icipolar
with everybody.
Mr. Schmidt is now winding up
his business* interests belie and it
take him about three weeks to
do this, he having- much real estate
he desires disposing of and other
commercial iste.reits to be settled.
During his residence here he has
mad. friends of everybody, and all
wish him and his most estinable
wife much Sappiness and success in




KIDS —WANTED BODY ENROUTE
CAPTAIN HARLAN GOT 'WORD
THAT THREE HAD RUN
AWAY.
Detective Baker Went to Waverly,
Tens. After Fred Cooper,
Colored
Captain Frank Harlsti, of the po
lice forfit,• ststerdny received a mes-
sage over the ling distance tele-
phone from Central City asking that
ila lookont be kept by the Pachicati
potter for titre, 014 boys who ran
away Nom that city yesterday and
, are.beatled this way. As the yonngs
-lat limb\' tifts e k to (true off an freight
train the. patrolmen around the rail-
'Ord yards are keeping a strict
Wadi for them Ii caught they will
. be sent back home., .
Gone After Cooper
lktecove Wm. Baker left yester-
day, for Waverly, Tenn., after Fred Yesterday morning there died .afetr
Cooper, the negro wanted here 'on a eller'. Mateo /with pneumonia Mr.




J C Borenum Died From Ill-
ness With Pneumonia—Len
- Hardesty's Body Shipped.
the charge of seriously cutting
Jan es Leech, colored, two, weeks ago
st the tante of Sallie Blakely, on
the north•side of town. Cooper has
been caught at Johnsonville, Tenn..
and carried over to the jail at Wav-
erly and incarcerated. Hie will re-
turn withont requisition papers. The
sleuth gets back today with him.
Officers Sisk.
Offiteri Smiled Beadles and Wm
Rogers ate both off ditty on act:rime
Vines!. They will probably be









on the charge of ens
ifficulty
(RUSHED TO DEATI-/ IN
FREIGHT COLLISION.I
----
Ciikrunati, 0.. Dec 2.4 David
flail oi Dayton, 0, was crusliee t,,
v'eath an..) $5.000 worth of priiperty,
destreyed in the collision of two extra
sieislit treble or. tfie Pennsylvania
r.W1k:o- early tastily Mist:Asti signals
cansed tee wreck. Fire added to the. cielfusiitie twit the engines were
w t dee eoesethar by the impact. Two
„ton were reiertircd to etttriate thewit
Ilan. leissengers traffic wass
siseiststle itit c,
The family believes the remains of
Dr. William Has* will arrive in
Ibis city some time tomorrow, and
if it does the funeral services will be
cenducted Sunday. A meseage from
Phoenix, Arizona, where Nhe died,
said that the,body was shipped from
these Wednesday .. afternoon. Ar-
rangements have been made with the
American Express agent at Kansas
City to wire :here jut when the re-
mains will reach. there and shipped
onward in this direction. When it
is known at what time the body
Wave.; Kansas City it can . be told
what train they will get here on.
Died of Pneumonia.
3. C. dIsizernan, of 631 -Tennessee
Street.
The deceased was 57 years of ate
and came te this city nine months
age from Tithe livirsgstort empty.
l-k was a retired merchant and only
two weeks ago his brother died at
pis home here in this city.
The present deceased is survived
by his wife ands five children.
The; afternoon at 2 o'clock the
funeral services will be held at the
rniteence and be .follcievd with in-
termen, in Oak Grove cemetery.
Body Will Ite Shipped.
Yc,tr(lay ,tbeet anceed from
Uniontown, "Ky.. the brether of Mr.
Len Hardesty, who committed sui-
cide Wednesday morning. The rel-
ative came after the , bode tvhich
will eh-A morning be shipped to
'Uniontown aboard the steamer Joe
'Fowler. Arriving there it will he
ineerred.
Examit4tions.
Three -weeks from. next Monday
there will commence the semi-annual
exam nations conducted at the
seleinls, for purpose of ascertaining-
whether any of the pupils have
learned aeeient during the first half
year's study to be. advanced to the
gext higher oracles. The examina-
tions continue eor eine wed., and then
the following' Memday 0- use icholarn
deserving it are, pet ehe gritlea
Wier.
seesse
THE PEOPLE'S LAW FIRM.
New York Institution That IS At-
tracting Attention Of Philan-
1 thropists,
In e letter from New York to the
Boston Traneiript there is a descrip-
tion of the Work of "The People's
Law Firm," which is doing a nee-es-
sary work, but 'which eleewhere‘no
agency has assumed. The New York
correspondent sof the Transcript says:
One of the. most democratic pro-




opposite lust be old Cooper Union.
A small concern, judged by its offices.
A very ciaps*ierable establishment,
indeed by the number of cases it
takes to court and the fregyency
with 'which it. is mentioned in the
press anent illteresting or important
cases. The Moine on the window in
plain white letters is "The People's
Law Firm." . Recalling the Poor
Man'. Lawyer, a charity or quasi
charity, sometimes found in connec-
tion with institutional churches and
settlements. Or the Legal Aid
society, an *wanization to assist
those too poor to consult indiepend-
ent attorneys' under the auspices of
a board, like Any philanthropic organ-
iralion. But he People's Law Firm
is unique. SO far as I know, it is
run on new Iii$E1rwOne day *is week
I had occasion to wait in the office for
a few monwnts. The managing at-
torney—a woman, by the way—was
examiuing a client whose case repre-
sents financiattinterests of nearly half
a million delline Two of the most
eminent lawyers in the country are
the opposing attorneys. At the sanie
time one of !tie assistants was ques-
tioning a very-different type of clic*.
A poor women. Her clothes were
sadly worn. he had no hat. She
was decrepit mad leaned heavily on a
cane. Her story was one that ad-
mitted the ingenuousness common to
people of hen class, and tu/d badly
against the unscruandousness of law-
yers of the type known ail ..Shysters."
She had been cheated out of $ti6. A
friend recommended a certain lawyer,
who argreed to recimer the $116 pro-
vided he received $pa in advance for
hi. services. The man failed to re-
cover a dollar., and turned his poor
eclient *grey ?tie then went to a sec-
ond lawyer too recover the $30 she
had given lawyer Ni'.. 1. This man de-
Mended $2o... Twenty dollars to get
back $56 and her $116 seemed reason-
able enough. so she scratched togeth-
er her remaining dollars and paid
them over to the lawyer. When the
case was called, in court the woman
looked mend he court form for her
paid representative. He was not in
eight, nor did anyone respond for
him. Whereupon the case was dis-
misesd. It is now Inc task of the
People's Law Firm to restore those
two seleariled lees to the woman.
The original suit is another matter
which may or may not lae taken up
latter. Bat this is one of the kinds of
work the loncere is cluing.
Bible house lies adjacent too the
great East Side. where petty eitiga-
lion enmeshes the routine of all the
magistrates courts. This is -the har-
vest field for shysters. The doings of
these men arc Comparable to the
direct outrages of professional brig-
ands. A few , months ,age a New,
York judge Alivered a stirring ad-
dress in Boston on this very thing,
and more recently a cinpenittee of
well-known politic men has been un-
der appointment to undertake a
searching investigation and exposure
of these legal ghouls. In the mean-
time it has been left to a few lawyers
and legal concerns like the People's
aw Firm to make the fieht in de-
pendently. In ievery East Stile court
—and in other crimes as well—thesc
men hang out, their sole occupation
being td catch. ctients at the bar. In
cases of arrests, prisoners, have had
no way of getting a lawyer, owing to
their ignorance of custom. When a
shyster set s such a prisoner appear
he steps up and takes a chance at
getting the man off, or reducing his
sentence, or—which is equally to the
point so far as hr is concerned—in
making his newly acquired client be-
lieve that he has arcomplisted this.
If the priaoner happens' to -have
friend's who come to court to see how
he fares the shyster can often collect
several dollars from them in advance.
as a retaieing fee.
The Peorile'fr Lett Firm takes the
eases of all ecljents: But those who
ran afford to pay liberally are
charged accordingly, and the fees ac-
rented from the poor arc often but
$1, and that is returned, if nothing is
aceottiptialted.
The Fluttorff will go .to Nashville
t(vnig4it and lay I.:sere until totnor- The. steamer Kentucky came out on himself and tikes his brains out. resident of this city: - It Is
row afterrnorr before leaving on, her "--
f the Tiohnessee Itiver last night. she has engaged the
4
Davis Island Dam--- 7.4, 'falling,
. Louis-5.4, standing .
Mt. Vernon—missing;
Paducah-23 i. staiehng.
  - ,a
VOTING MACHINE.
' --- -_
1 Election frauds arc rendered prac•
corporation with the " Republic. Really impossible by the toe of an ;tie.-
Tennessee, -Labelle and Sloss- ! grnioes new teeing enachew that ham "
Sheffield as subsidiary companies. ! been invented iky a Kentuckian, saw%
Another plan is to merge all the com- the Technical We-ed. Not only doss,
panics and retain the name of the the •machine record and count event's
Republic Iron and Steel, company. vote that is cast, but it autioreatieediare
exh/bitit a china bust or photograph ,..,water." Time, therefore, for Lincoln, FINES IMPOSED ON ilf the candidate as evidence: that .ther....
perhaps the greatest of American LID-LIFTING CLUBS. desired 'candidate is voted for. Aft-
chief magistrates—second, at . all drew 141 Hart, a nephew of the re- -
events, to- none—to he honored.
In the proposition to 'have the mat ; 0
St. Louis. Dec 2S --Officers of sev- •14:1r Joel T. lictt, is the inventor-.
o. ..ic orvam7ationi a of ,all the candidates appear ;
proposed new State, to be thritted termed . a, "lal-iiitliig dubs." which 1Non top4of the innehine. conveniestereas,,
nut of Oklahoma and, Indian Terri. we" siaiese recentlyeupon instructions artanged with indicators sliding eft . - '
I
tory, called "Lincoln," seKentitekv .of Got-. Folk. were arraigned in police , mital rode When a voter wishes" se
-takes profound, abiding interest. Here coon yeaterday. on charges of viola-, vote for a certant eandiclete he mimes
Lincoln was born. This state hei
soufrhe was, a Southern man in these l to elm, Melly 
icandidate and
tien of the liquor hew. Fifnreosmwsesore the indicator coAsseponding to this'
alwaye loved. A Unionist. 'heart elude eeissos,esi in stuns ranging presses a lever. The
of the "..cesels were  voteb" is then registered 'within t
tender !pi-apathies that always link espi„,0e,e Judge Tracy denounced
the loyal anAohe heave to birt•hplace.ithe organizativns, .deelarnig that in 
box. The voter -centime-% the ope
titan until lie has .votl.cl for all
His fat-orit4 air was "Dixie." He waa nearly every instance they are merely favorite candidate:. Then the
proud of Southern valor. On the, subterlates I,,r tilt ttasion it the' movie a small lever and. the
when shown the !Sundae c'usine I is
-- - 
;is ready for the next voter.fide! of Gettysburg,
heights that Southern' courage. hael 1
THE HOLIDAYS.
Fur Top Felt Slippers, all colors,
Congress Felt Slippers, -
Velvet Slippers, all colors,






Men's Slippers, all styles.
Little Gents' Rubber Boots, 5 to 11, - - $1.25
CALL EARLY AND GET CHOICE.
Lendler & Lydon
Phone 675. CASH ONLY. 309 Broadway.
THE STATE OF LINCOLN.
(Louisville Commercial.).
. Fitt'ing is it that on' of the new
states, now proposed - to be admitted
to (he. Union, should be called for
Abraham Liacoln, the immortal eman-
cipator of enslaved rnillons and sav-
ior of the lethally menaced American
Union. Singular is it that there
should be, out of al; the forty-five
states already forming part of the
Union, but one named for a president,
the state of Washington, and that
State admitted as late as November
ire No other president but
Lincoln has a claim strong as that
of Washington himself of the honor.
Washington led the forces of an in-
fant nation to victory and independ-
ence. Lincoln saved The republic that
Washington founded from the ruin
which had certainly followed eisnient-
berment,
pur state names dosignal honor to
Eliropean sovereigns. Virginia was
named after Efixabetleethe unwedded
Princess of the 'house of Tudor, who
ruled Britian for More than forty
years with to much brilliancy and
AUCCeAS. Afaryland was so titled for
Henrietta Marie, Queen of the un-
fortunate Charles Stuart. -King of
England, the only British monarch
who perished on scaffold. The Caro-
lines are named for Charles IX, of
France, New York for James Stuart.
Duke of York, afterward king of
Great Britian and Ireland. Georgia
is so called for,Georg II. of England.
'Spanish names Abound in the list
of states, thus, . California from
La's:trite Fontana, "hot furnace:"
Florida from Pascua De Flores.
Mowery Easter, Ponce .de Leon hav-
ing discovered it on that day; Colo-
rado.• meaning reddish from the
waters of the Colorado river; Nevada,
"snow capped" from the Rocky
mountain range; Oregon. from the
Spanish "Oregano," meaing wild
marporan. Purely French names are
Maine, the name of Gaelic province.
and VermOnt, meaning greet moun-
tain.. The aboriginal races and
tongue's are remetrffiered in Alaharna,
"Hear We Rest:" Arkansas, "smoky
water," creinecticut. "long river;"
Jima, "beautiful land;" Kentucky, "at
the head of the river:" Ainnescita.
"sly-tinted water;" Ohio, "beautiful
river:" Wisconsin, "gathering of the
•••4••
• No. 5302 Gets the Big Doll at
Harbour's Book Dept.
This ticket was held-by Miss Lyda Iliff, 1212 S.
Seventh street, and the doll has been presented to
her. Tickets No. 1632, 4089, 5262 and 7028 were
also drawn from the box and if you hold any of
these numbers bring them to us and you get a
pretty doll free.
• ••• ••••••••••• •••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••• • • ••••••••••••••• •••••
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FIGHT STEEL TRUST.
Combine of Interests Being Formed
With Big Capital.
ED
Pitteburg, Pa., Dec. a8.—The
Chronicle-Telegraph says: A com-
bination of iron and steel industries is
being formed, and likely will be per-
fected in a short time, that wie have
a capital stock of about Si5o.000,00n.
The principal concern in the move-
ment is the Republic Iron & Steel
company, and the companies said le
be included in the project arc the
Tennessee Coal, Iron and Railroad
company, the Sloss-Sireffielo Inin
company and the Labelle Iron-is -
John W. Gates, Republic cornpans
arc said to be the promoters of the
proposed big corporation.
It was learned today that John A
Topping, who has resigned the presi-
dency of the Americus Sheet and Tin
Plate company, and who will sever
his connection with the United States
Steck Corporation on January r, will
be made president of the new combi-
nation. Me. Topping left Pittsburg
last night and could not he seen here
regarding the report that lie n 01 he
Pitt in control of the company when it
is formed. The details are ender con-
sideration.
One is to form a holding company
similar to the United States Steel
THE RIVEI:47"-rza ot6e
•
This morning there gets aw-ay
8 o'clock for Cairo, the awe
Dick Fowler. She' return to-
night about it o'clocic •
The steamer Dee Fowler cornet is
today from Evansville and leaves is
mediaiely on her returel way.
The Gray Eagle leas arrived Nom.,
St. Leuis and gone on up to Duck's
Nest to spend the winter with thei
balance of the Leyhe fleet ehich came









Mt. Carmel-8 8, falling.
Nashville—zee, falling.
Pittiburg-5.2, falling.
S'" is E0 an-are-eel that
einder the immortal Pickett A° fear= ' ,-an vote 'for the same ca "date moHOOTS GIRL ,AND HIMSELF
'easily charged, be staid,: "t am proed 1 -- than ones', or yeas for more than o
to he the countryman of the men that candidate fee the same office. An
assailed these heights." 
Lover Uses Revoker When lie,
. Finds Sweetheart Is Going Away. tire ticket, however, can be voted 4
Proud is Kenthcky of her greatest Spritigfield, 0., Dee. 28.—" '}id' '' one operation. The votes are r
son, Abraham Lincoln. ' Fitting, in- aft, you gnirer to Michigan!" asked tered cdnsecutively 'tin centint
deed, it is- that as Virginia i4 in the Noah ' White of Ella_ Shockley. I ships of paper weend on cores, th
roll call nf the states remembered !eyes, she quietly replied. last vote on each slip sleiwilig thi
by one called after her greatest son, t "Then, here goes," he exclaimed as total. 
-,
George Washington. Kentecky. the 'Tx discherged the revolver he had 1 ----- --
chile of old Virginia, should be Je:!suddenly pointed at her. Twice he Wants Divorce From Fits,
membered. he another state e.a.11" fired and sbe fell back as if dead, se," rens, S. le. Dec. 28.—M
after her first son and nontesti I with a bullet in her left breast and
: 
Robert Fitrimmorts. who Irv.
Albraham Lincoln. fine in her neck. Believing the wee 
.
erally suppesed ti he on Eas





She lnys until 5 o'eloek Saturday Yesterday the jellUi S Hopkins .ittornry.and that
return this NV Silt' gets here 011 3,‘ e.rnocni before.4v,ttin g ()lit on her got away for EVanWille. She comes . c.:Lhli-hr,1 a reciat"we.









underitaad that the pt
at Boemtcrwn am anxious to have you
take charge of their new church?
Popular Preaehee—Y-e-s, there has
'been some talk about it, but I'm nestgo-
lag.
"Don't you think the Lord is calling
you to this new held?"
"Oh, no. If Ileivere. He would put ft
In their hearts to offer me a bigger sal.
ary."—N. Y. Weekly.
Clergyman's Luck.
Jukes—Who was the best man at
the wedding?
Jenkins—Well, I'm not sure. The
bride's father got all the bills to pay,
the bridegroom had to buy diamond
brooches for the bridesmaids, the
guests had to give handsome presents;
upon my word, I think the best man
was the elergyraan—he was the only
one who made anything out of It.—Tit-
Bits.
His First Intimation.
"How did yeu find out that you could
draw?" inquired the admirer of the cele-
brated illustrator.
"By the marks I received in school
far the excellence and fidelity of my
work," replied the eminent one. "My
work was a caricature of my beloved
leacher on the blatkboard and the marks
same from the teacher's cane."—Cleve-
land Plain Dealer.





He—It will have to be love in a cot-
She—Oh! Charles, a cottage at New-
hort?—Philadelphis Press.
Another Elopement
There was a maid in our town,
,Ithe was a cashier In a store;
Away she tan with all the cash,
As cashiers have done beton,
t never for a moment did
maiden think 'twee wrong
when she with the coin eloped





'I Bluffer at the ballr
't pet his evening clothes."
ths tailor seed them in
?"
, the trouble was that the cloth-
store man had rented 'em to an-
r fellow."—Cleveland Leader.
To Be Exact.
"What's the matter with MeSoehr
feS down and broke the viaduct
it his nose."
6"You mean the bridge"
'Well, I think viaduct is the better
wird. No water ever passes under it,
you know. "—Cleveland Leader.
Sick of His Bargain.
She—He had a long sickness, you
say?
He--Yes, and has since married the
nurse,
:hisdhat is the result?"
"Oh, he's sicker now than he was
Itafore!"—Yonkers Statesman.
• Companion.
'He reminds me of a postage stamp
!kat you've carried in your pocket too
"As how?"
"Hts se badly stuck on himself that
• be isn't worth two cents for any prac-
tical use.''—Cleveland Leader.
Sure Sign.
wonder if BlIggine will make the
irate for •=heriff again?"
"He's been telling everybody that to
hold the Office is a personal sacrifice
for him."
"That settles it. He's in the 6eht
ter keeps "—Chicago Sun.
- s
Frank.
"Do you ever accept retainers horn
railroads or other corporations?'' tn-
quired the friend.
"Well, yes." replied Senator Smooth'
guy. "and occasionally, when the ram
warrants, I even demand them."—Lell-
eeeo con.
othing to Come Between Them,
omehow." coned she "We seem
via to-night than we ever have be-
fore.'
"Yes. replied he "I should hare
sheeted mustache a year ago"—
'Houston P t.
No Preference.
"What do you consider the most plies.
ant month In the year?"
"I haven't any preference," said the
discontenteti man. "Bills come due in all
them just about the same."—Wash-
Star.
--
How It Was Done.
Did I understand you to say ur
was robbed by daylight"
detective.
"No," answered the victim. "ft was
bbed by skylight"—Chicago News.
That's What Be Did.
"What in the world do you do with di
at nioney, my son?"
It up, dad 1"—Yonkers States-
'PALE 0111 A "STUFFER71
"Adel" "stuffed" papers, for a living.
In ease the reader does not understand
what this art is, it 'will be explained
that the "st. Sing" of newspapers Is
one of the mest laborious branches of
work connected with the great Sunday
Issues. The reagaigne, comic, want ad
and -other seeecies of the Sunday pa-
per are printe 1 earlier in the week, and
from Thursday „until Sunday morning
dozens of hazels are kept busy insert-
ing these pates into one harmonious
whole.
kven 'the latest type of presses calls
not perform ties class of work, which
offers employLient to many newsboys
and inhabitant.. of "Newsboys' alley,"
who earn as mach as $18 in four days'
time. Of this class was "Yodel."
Down in the subterranean depths al
a paper office, erithe.the roar of the
giant pregame reverberating in his ears
worked this representative type of tat
"alley.". At tho surround:lig tabled
three other "rIeepouts" labored, and
while they 1st ,red they sang. One
day "Yodel" c .ried in thp choruses
and then stet . .0 yodel after the
fashion of, the singers whom he
had heard from the gallery seat of a
vaudeville theater.
High above the robies of the presses
his voice rang out and every one of
the 50 "stuffers" bwpped their work
and stared at him in aetoniehmenL
Then every one seemed to simultans
uusly start their Lands to clapping
"Yodel" was the boe'a name there-
after.
"Big" Bill, the foreman of the
"stuffers," was the only cae who dis
Liked "Yodel." Something about eta
lad's delicate face acted on his coarse
e.--ire like a red rag waved in the
e of a bull. In that room, where ev
; inmate had an interestlug store
._ hes former life to tell, "Yodel" wee
instinctively recognized as having fal
ten from a higher estate.
"Bee" Bill krew thee and the bo)
always irritated him. On a busy Sat
urday afternoon "Yodel" had just fin
ished warbling with his birdlike voice
when "Big" Bill stepped up to him.
"You want to cut that out!" he cried
"I've stood it six week.s an' I ain't go
in' to stand it any longer. The boy,
ean't do their work while they're its
tening to you. If you ever make Um
noise. 3 ou call yodeling, again—I'll fire
you, see:"
"Yodel" did not reply to this tirade
for he did net want to lose his posi-
tion. But when the foreman had
walked away "Yodel" was surrounded
by a group ef sympathizers.
"That fellow don't like me," he said
"Why, my old man used to ordea
around dozens of fellows like him."
"What did you run away. from homefor, " asked a syathet,lc lis-
tener.
"I don't know. Just got tired of it,I guess," anesered the win. "Had •
swell home up on Diversey street, bat
I got Cie 'bumming' habit an' drifted
to the alley."
"That's where Big Bill goes," said
another "titular," "up on Diversey
street to nee his girl. I heard himtelling Johnson about it."
"Diversey street is a long therousio
fare," replied "Yodel," and the wholecrowd laughed.
Saturday night • press broke donsand delayed the "sniffers." Finallywhen papers again began to appear oothe table the boys were kept busyworking like fiends to get the mail edi-tion out. Nobody sang or whistled;every one was laboring like a Trojan,and no one noticed that "Big- bill wasshowing a group of friends the sightsof the "'Wilzig" room. "Yodel"glanced at the party, and his feespa/0d, while his eyes glittered with ex-citement, as he looked at the face ofa girl in the group.
"Now, watch the fun." he whisperedto his right-hand feilow worker. "Yo-del" threw back his head and caroled,ffp, up—high above the noises of themailing room rose his silvery voice,and every one looked around in eat.ishment.
"Big" Bill's fase turned red as fire,andhhe hastened over to the boy, fol-lowed by the rest of his friends., "I'll Ore 'Liu!" he seouted. "I toldyou not ti huller eny more, didn't I?For two cents I'd throw you olt thedoor—"
But the newsboy was not listeningto "Big" Bill. Neither was the restof the group. The girl was staring at"Yodel" and "Yodel" was smiling backat her.
"Henry!" she screamed. "Why,Henry!"
"Hello, sister," said "Yodel." -gay,do you go with this big dub?" hesnorted defiantly. "I'll come backhome If you'll promise to turn himdown!"
"You ought to have seen Big Bill,"said "Yodel" the next day, when, re-splendent in a new suit of clothes, hestrolled back to the "alley." "Say, hetried to square himself, but Nis' passedhim up. It was no go after what I toldher. Me? Oh, I'm going back toschool. No more stufain' for mine."Chicago Record-Herald.
Eandleapped.
There was a slight gale and some talkof shipwreck.
"Well, if we go down," said the corsetdrummer, "I can keep right on sellingstraight fronts to the mermaids."
"No chance for business for me, how-ever," declared the corpulent drummer."Why not?"
"I sell sLippers."---Chicago Sun.
Possibly to Absorb Them.
Rodrick—There is certainly s num-ber of blots on some of the big insur-ance concerns these days.
Van Albert—By George, I wonder Ifthat is why the insurance companiesgive out so many blotters as advertise.
ments.--Cbicago Dell)! News.
ST PARADISt
'" BY BAILEY PAIN.
rFor some time the man had seemed
to be asleep. lie WU back in one 'cor-
ner of the carriage, his eyes closed, the
lower lip dropped, his slack fingers
nursing in his lap, the pipe that he
had relinquished.• Opposite to him sat
his wife, a seirunken woman with tight
lips, at hair, and an anxious eye. As
she watched him and pursued the train
of lier thoughts she now and then
shook her head as if with disapproval.
She was naturally garrulous, but was
restraining herself. As a girl she
,had been rather pretty than not; none
could have guessed it now.
Suddenly the man sat up and
'opened his eyes; he tapped the bowl
of his pipe against his hoot and be-
gan to refill IL
"You've had a nice sleep," said the
wanes.
The man seemed in no hurry to an-
ewer. He was staring blandly at tho
flat, sliding country as the local train
puffed and waddled on its slow way to
the sea. It was not until his pipe was
lit that he tamed to her and told her
that he had not been *Weep at all.
"Not bee* asleep?" she said, in a
high-pitched, aggrieved voice. "Well,
if I'd known that. Why. I've been par-
ticularly careful not to wake you all
this time."
"Thank you," said the man, Without
enthusiasm. "Look here," he contin-
ued. meditatively, "when I was first
—er—taken Ill, and you had to get me
signed up and put away—"
"Now, George, please don't remind
me," said the little woman, with some
appearance of distress.
"If I don't mind being reminded you
needn't," said the man, stolidly. "What
I want to know is when I was taken
Ill was I in any way violent? Did I
want to do murder to anybody?"
"No; fortunately we were spared
that. You didn't even try to break up
the furniture. So far as your doing
any harm was concerned, I might have
kept you at home all the time, only the
d ctor said it wouldn't.do. No; you
just sat there smiling. You were a
millionaire, so you said. Ready you
were to write checks for any sum I
might mention. And the things you
were going to buy—well, there was no
Wait to them. You owned three gold
mines and I don't know what else. It
was perfectly horrible to listen to
you."
"Was ur said the man slowly.
"Well It's all over now. I'm sitting in
a third smoker, going to the seaside
on a fiver borrowed from my brother
who didn't want to lend it. When
that's done I go ha& to work at two
quid a week."
"Yes, you know what your position
Is well enough now. You're as sane
as anybody, but think bow awful it
was for me then." Ones launched
uron the subject of which she had not
wished to be reminded she seemed
rather to like to dwell upon It; possi-
bly she would have welcomed any
topic that gave her natural garrulity
a chance. "And that wasn't all I had
to put up with," she continued. "Why
at one time you didn't know me—you
called me Dora."
"Did I?" the man asked with NW
erness
"You did indeed—and that not once
nor 20 times: and all your talk was
line bits of • poetry book. My sister
was there at the time; I'm sure I don't
know how I should have got on with-
out her. She couldn't help hearing
what you were saying, and she asked
me if you knew anybody of that name.
Of course I could tell her we did sot
and that it was just your light-head-
edness. Never before nor since have
I known you to be so complimentary
an you were then. You said things
about my eyes and hair that were quite
beyond the mark, and Carrie said it
made her shudder to listen to them.
Are you going to sleep again,
George 7"
The man had fallen back into his
former position. "No," he said wearily.
"Wouldn't be worth while. We shall
be there in five minute's. What do you
want to keep on about things for?"
"What" said the woman angrily. "I
de like that. Me keep on indeed! I'd
like to know which of us it was that
started on the subject. Perhaps you'll
tell me that."
The man remained with his eyes
closed, silent, his face impassive.
"No; you won't tell me because you
daren't. You know perfectly well it
was you who begun on it and against
my wishes. I know I told you that I
hated to talk about it Notwithstand-
ing which I began to answer your
questions in a civil way and get. noth-
ing but abuse for my trouble. The fact
Is that you're not grateful to anybody
for anything. You're not grateful to
your brother for this money he's lent
us. No; if you were to meet theverY
doctors that cured you you wouldn't
say as much as a thank you."
For the first time the man smiled.
"All right." he said, "I dare say I was
a bit unreasonable. It's true, too. if I
met those doctors T shouldn't thank
them."
The train slowed into the station.
The man rose and lifted their shabby
luggage down from ,the rich. "No," he
added, speaking as if to himself, "I
think I should kill them."
"What's that?" the woman asked
sharply.
"Never mind. H re. catch hold of
that basket."—The Taller.
Fatherly Advice.
Daughter—This view) is really my
very own, isn't it, papa?
Pa—Yee, my dear.
"And when I matey, [can take it with
me, can I?"
"Certainly, my eh Id; but don't tell




BY S. Z. MISER.
"Robert," said Mrs. Faddlewaite, "I
—1—"
"What's the trouble." he asked,
"I hope you won't think I'm extras,-
agent, and I know it is so hard for
you to serape up money enough to pay
the horrid bills that always come along
about the first of the menthe but I
simply must have $20."
"Twent—say, Mghel, whet do you
think I am—the son-in-ls.w of some
life insurance president? Yciu might
as well ask me for twenty million. Do
you know that our expenses for last
month were $63 more than my sal-
ary? If you are acquainted with any-
body who can tell me how to make
ehds meet when things are going that
way bring them around and I'll pay
him well for his time. What be you
want $20 for?"
"Oh, never mind, old Mr. Croespatch.
I'll get along without it seine war-
I know that I'm net worth half what
I cost you. and—and I'm going he take
upineography or music or be a Chris-
tie& Science healer or mounds-UM 90
that I will be able to earn money and
—and not always be such an expense
to you. It must be ju—just luntible
for • man to have to give up every-
thing for a woman he doesn't love,
when be might have so much if he had
never married her, and—"
"There litte girl whethe the use of
talking that way? You know I'd be
the happiest man in the world if I
eouid pile bundles of money at your
feet every morning and give you the
Privilege of tieing what you liked with
It. But really yen know, I didn't
expect to be called on for any more- ex-
tras for a few weeks and had it all
figured out so that I'd be just about
able to start in even next month. Of
course I can gtve you the money if
you absolutely need it but—"
"Oh if there are to be any buts
please don't say anything more about
It. I appreciate your kindness, dear.
and I know that you have a generous
nature, and it must be awful selfish of
me to leave you to practice all the self-
denial. Never mind, I'll get along with-
out it. I will show you that I can be
brave, even if I am merely a useless ex-
pense to you."
"Hurrok! Now It's be so pleasant
for me to go away to work and keep
thinking all day of our joyful parting.
Just imagine me whistling gayly at my
desk as I remember that little old $241
aid the look you gave me as you told
me you'd get along without it. In my
mind's eye I can see myself calmly smok-
ing my cigar after tench and thinking,
as I watch the rings curl upward. of you
here, radiantly happy because of your
noble sacrifice. Oh, yea! But come on,
dear. let's not quarrel over • Itttle
Mowry. Of course you can have it What
ant I earning roomer for if It isn't to
give you happiness? and passes deal
talk any more about doles tidies tor
the purpose of earning mak yourself.
You earn It as it is. Your love is worth
a thouaaad times what—"
"Dearest," she cried, pulling his face
down to hers. -forgive me for saying
what I did. You know I appreciate your
generosity, don't you? Ah. if you could
only know how long the hours seem
when you are not with me! And I
couldn't love or admire you more than
I do if you were so rich that you could
buy everything John D. has and flirt-
him out of house and. home. have yo,,
the mosey with Intl or shall I have
get a cheek sashed?"
"hare it is. What are you going to
burr
"Why, you see. I beard from Miss
Westeott, the dressmaker. yererdah
and she can come to me three days this
week, so I shall have to get sonethica
for her to make up."
"But I thought you said the other day
that you had all the clothes you were
going to need for awhile?"'
"Yes, I have. only Miss Westcort has
these three days that the can give me."
"I can't see why you should feel thst
you are obliged to hire her altnely be-
cause she has three days for weerh the
Isn't engaged."
"I'm not, you dear old goose, but you
we, If I don't take her Mrs. Worthieg-
ton, who is erazy to get her, will havn
her over there and find out shout all the
things I've had rettaee and the lace rem-
nants aed—and—everythleg, you
know."
"Well, but why should you rare, as
long as your clothes fit well and look
tine and are just as (mod as if they had
cost five or six times as much as they
did?"
"Oh. {ear" she righed, as she sat
there clutching the enoney, after he had
gone. "I wonder how men, beidg so





SECOND YEAR IN BUSINESIS IN
PA.DUCAH.




Solid Gold Link Cuff Buttons.
Solid Gold Brooch Pine, Diamosed
set
Solid Gold Lookets.
Solid Gold Cronies and Neck
Chains,
Sterling Silver SODOM.
Sterling Silver Toilet Sets.
Sterling Silver Novelties
Meat line of Cut Glass.
Sterling Silver Bern Bon Dishes.
Solid Gold Spectacles and Eye
Glasses, properly fitted
J A KONETZKA, Optician.
al years' experience. 3,z B'way.
Paducah, My









WE OFFER SPECIAL IN-
DUCEMENTS • IN . 'RICKS
AND PAYMENTS ON THESE
PIANOS DURING THIS
WEEK IN ORDER TO MAKE
ROOM FOR A CAR OF NEW
ONES. THESE HAVE NOT
BEEN OUT. ONLY BEEN IN
STOCK FOR A SHORT TIME,
ALL FULLY GUARANTEED,
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE
PIANO STORE IN TOWN.
W. T. MILLER & BROTHER
520 Broadway.
Must Obey Orders.
As an illustration of carrying military
discipliee too far, this story is told by
Gen. Nelson A. Miles: "There was a eel-.
Min colonel who, in the middle of a cam•
paign was seized with a sudden ardor
about hygiene. He ordered that all his
men change their shirts at once. This
order was duly carried out, except in
the case of one company, where the pri
rates' wardrobes bad Veen sadly de
pleted. The captain of this company In- I
formed the colonel that none of his men
could change their shirts, educe they
had only one apiece. The colonel hesi-
tated a moment, then said, firmly: 'Or-
ders must be obeyed. Let the men
change shirts with each other,' "—Bos-
ton Herald.
"Learn to Nix."
"Learn to mix," Is the advice glares
to his pupils by Prof. Frank J. Miller
of the University of Chicago. Most
young gentlemen nowadays do learn
to mix, but the trouble is that theft
mixing too ofton is done with drinks.
 AMER
Holiday Opening!
SBE OUR LINE OF XMAS
GOODS WHICH WILL BE ON
DISPLAY AFTER THE 13TH.'
THE BEST VALUE FOR THE
MONEY IN THE CITY AT
?Incas FRO MI 25c TO $15 oo.
ALVEY & LIST,







Both American and Foreign—
assortments which include the
aewest and daintiest perfumes
as well as the old favorite
















You should throw away those old
style rubbers. Any doctor will tell
you they cause most of the trouble
He will tell you to get a pair of
FOR NM AND WOMEN
because they keep th: :At cool—
never chafe es "draw —are lighter
and more ccinsfortable, while they
protect.
Come in &neither how they look on
your shoes—they -will fit any shape
shoe.
We have a full line of any kind of
rubbers you could want, from a toe
tip to a buckle Arctic
Wc have a good assortment of
rubber and felt boots; also damp
proof shoes and high cut boots. Call
early and get your correct size
C.HURIOEN
Seller, of Slices and Satisfaction.
331 BrOildway.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Illinois Centrdl R. R.
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, and operates
best of trains, with Dining Cars,
fet-Libraryt Cars, C.hase Can
Sleeping Cars, from Chiaogo,
Louis, Cincinnati and Litievilki
svutis to New Orleans. Tie beet
read fon retching the Winter Tou,
It resorts of the Soule, including
New Orison, Vicksbusg.
Gulfport, Miss., Mewaseawd. Ls.
Mardi Gras at New °clean* Feb.
ea. 'el. Gullport is a Mexican gulf
coast resort having the new, fine
"Greet Southern" Hotel. Regular
ocean steamship tail-togs from New
Orkane for hlexicos Central Ameri-
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
Send or call for descriptive matter
in regard to the above
Havana Vla New Orleams.
Havana, Cabo, is best reached via
the Minces Ceotraf ihroogh service
to New Orleans, mid the Dow mead
liner, twirs-serew, nineteen knot
S. B. Prince Arthur
leavtnee New. ()deans every Wedne 4
day at COO is at, and aviving at
Ifava ha at !emetic Friday merning.
Hot Springs, Ark Florida.
Daily Sleeping Car without obangr
Cticago to Hut Sprittms, with con-
Tiectioni at Memphis from Cincinnati
and Louisville..
Tliroggh "Dixie Flyer" *epee,
Car Line Si. Louis to Jahhhoh;ffie
via Meths-illy, Chattanooga and At
la nt a .
Mexico, California.
Special Tourr, of Mexico and Cali-
foruia via the Illinois Central atich
New Orleans under the auspices of
Raymond & Whitcomb, wili leave
Chicago Fridays, Feb. and and Feb.
23rd, for Mexico and California, the
last to include a etnp-over at New
Oeleans for the Mardi Gras. Entire
nips made in special private vesti-
bule trains of finest Pullman's, with
dining "car service. Fascinating trips
complete in every detail.
Illinois Central Weekly Excur-
sions to California. Excursion cars
through to Los Angeles an San
Franaieco as follows: Via New Or-
leans 'and the Southern Routes ev-
ery Friday from Chicago; every Toes
day !corn Cincinnati and LouisenTh
via Omaha and the Scenic Routerev-
gry Wednesday from Chicago.
Full Particulars concerning all of
the ahove can be ?rad of agent*
the Illinois Central Ad convecting
lines or by addressing eibher of tht
unefersign4d.
Jos. Biggs, D. P. A., Cincinnati,
F. W. Harlow, D. P. A., Louis-
ville.
John A. Scott, A. G. P. A., Mem
A. H. HANSON, P. T. W.,
Chicago.
S G. HATCH, G. P.
Chicago.
The Spanish anarchist, wh,.
day night, attempted to stab
cal Salvator y Gassanasy 1
bishop of Urge!, as he was
the cathedral,. Nfonelay cote

























































































































































































were at Williamsburg, N. IN, MID
earth Wiwi Appears te •
Old Hesiesalp Wetter.
• What seemed to be fragments of IIInatnetio Leon meteor, which may liarsamison4s4 to the earth centuries ago*
Mg discovered the other day by scene
laborers who are excavating a 'Wish
on Knickerbocker avenue, at Cornelia
street, Williamsburg, N. Y. The die-
'every was made at a depth of 40 feat,
it being necessary to remove a hill
feet high before the sidewalk level wee
mashed.
Upon reaching a tea-foot depth is
the cellar excavation the men came
apon the hard substance, and at first
believed it nothing but solid rock. Its
extraordinary weight, however, made
them examine it more closely, and
eehthen they cut into a large piece of
the matter they found the interior was
• solid mass of iron ore beneath a
unlace several inches deep of bard.
toed yellow clay.
The search was extended further.
and the men came epos a perfeetly
formed ape's head and also a ram's
liead. All the matter was turned peel
to Thank N. Schell: the contractor,
who will transfer the relics to some
museum.
'lft appears to me." said Mr. Pchen.
"hit when this meteor fell. perhaps
eeninries ago. It struck the porta lik•
a shower of hailstones would. That
the piece. are all ancient is •vident
from the hard yellow clay which sur-
mounts each piece."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
itter4aelug Desimi of Special Merle
is So Pima us lima. of tem
Warships.
Tit* nary department is providingsome of the warships with a new Meraft, says a Washington speelal tothe New York World. It consists elan elliptical copper tube iso. 'whatflattened. with air-tight compare
men* strengthened by due The
tube is incased in cork, wound web
canvas and mad* absolutely watea
tight. Attached to this float is a
cop. setting th-e• feet deep, fromshush la suspended a wooden slatted
bottom. The netting is suspended
on Cho inner side of the fleet 'rose
rtate which travel on lashings, •
that the !bottom rests •4 ..he propel
position so matter whlch aids of the
lost falls upon the water when it
Is throws overboard. It doe. sot to
gidro to be righted, adjusted or
Arno/ shoat; it is ready for service
asossost it strikes the mites
Oars are attached to the sides of the
Gnat to propel it wires it is eesupled.
lisough persons (gannet rot on this
Wan Se sink it, and, *alibis tb•
bask It mane, espial:se ea founder,
. a raft, re to piesse wafture
( sides of s ship.
Ai war department is eoesidertne
ihe advisability of equipping army
rransporte with the ease es 1 ed
lost.
NAUTICAL SCIfOin AT MANILA.
—
• 011S•iaill ND Die Swerweldsit Pee.
.i• t• Isseosso niarioup.Ir
lir Oho lasilteiller.
Nava offteials at Ilanila retead to do
everything possible for tL, surcese of
the nautical school at that pesos. This
institution was inherited from the
Spawsh government. It has been is
charge of Lieut. Richard H. Townley,
United State* navy, who was recently
detached tr as that duty and ordered
hoses for masplieity in certain irreg.
tiler business relatirns wleh army sub-
ststenee eteeers et agenda. Another
ofileer hes been pieced in chnree of the
insutation.
/lie school offers a free education to
residenta of the Philippine lands in
goith prefespional duties as will equip
the cadets to perform th. ifteles of
masters and encase of merchant yew
•• Bite while the education tackle
ly of a teehnicel avid a professional na-
ture, the at edeut • also 111T2 given broad
an liberal iretttmction la the general
br ‘ncheseof mathematics, geography,
gr•mmar. English sled history.
It is oontemplated to provide the
sebool with a practiee ship to corn•
nine practical with theoretical instrues
ties in navigation. sea tuanahip. 'and
the general reqtere.nenta of the pro-
+fission for which the students are to
• be prepared.
Wireless Tologrsobr for Warships.
Rene Admiral Bradford, chief of
She bureau of equipment. will point
rut in his annual report, says a New
York - leraid dispatch from Washing-
ton. .he necessity of equipping Amen
lean men of war with, system of wire.
less telegraphy. As soon a. the sp.
propriation is obtained he will recom-
mend he system to be adopted for the
Gavel service.
Believing that Commander Richard-
son Clover, navel attache in London.▪ geeply occupied with his current
work, the rear admiral has recom-
mended to Secretary Long that a wire.
teas talerraph expert be sent to Eng,
load to represent the navy in the
trials of the two new systems de-
'eloped by Lloyd's agenay.
•
I mtesetrietty ea lee.. York Osatral.
Electricity for the New York Cen-
tral railroad, at least to equip its
iines from the city's limits to the
Grand Central station, is more Sham
a possiblity of the near future. It laipjaid that an electric engine, in many
he He details unlike anything now isservile, has been p selected, and thatIt will seen have a trial. If its sue.
sass is as treat as is promised, steamterror may pass from the Grand (110Slat ssillea i before January 1. 1111
• lands have ift
vistas sr Itimemata Farm LE
Minnesota farm  
I
limerad more that 108 per out. all
ding Sb. DON alma seam )
kll\CRY DREAM OF FOOD.
hrs In the Antarctic •Te1.1
Strange Stories of Their
Egperience.
"Food dreams," superindueed by en
treme hunger and the difliculties that
attend the advent of Morpheus in the
'Antarctic regions, are very interesting
reading, and from the account of the
voyage of the Discovery to the Ant
acetic is extracted the following data:
"in the journey to the south, in
which we were absent three months
from the ship," says Edward A. Wil-
son, M. B., writing in the British
Medical Journal, "our food allowance
was for some six weeks a bare pound
and a half to each maa daily. On this
allowance hunger never left us and
sleep was much disturbed by disap-
pointing food dreams—sirloins of beef
and steaming caldrons of cabbage and
potato, bail suppers, stuffed turkeys
and splendid barns, and waiters flying
around with plates full for everybody
else, but, shout as one might, one
could not get ,attended to, and then
one awoke and remained awake in
one's sleeping bag for hours from
sheer hunger and healthy appetite, to
wait for a breakafst of boiled rice and
the crumbs of one and a half biscuits
fried in the fat of a thin slice of
bacon.
'Then four hours' hauling an the
sledges and a paid lunch of dried chips
of seal meat, eight lumpeof sugar and
a biscuit. Then three more hours of
hauling on the sledges or, worse still,
of driving on the dogs, and a final
camp for the night on a palmitin of
soup made of pemmican and pea meal,
with plenty of boiled tea water and a
fiaction of a piece of chocolate. As
for sleep in the lower temperatures
of the spring sledge journeys, it la
hardly worth the, mime.
"The seamen used to wake in the
morning and wear they had been
awake all bight, hut my own experi-
ence Is the same Nes that of others,
and it is this. hese gets into the rein-
deer skin sleeping bag with no joy
at all, for after a few days' sledging
the accumulation of moisture from the
condensation of one's breath and from
the snowdrift and from perspiration
In, one's clothing has filled the rein-
deer hair with frost and rhea and
made the leather hard and full of
frozen wetness.
"One crawls into this afvr freezing
one's fingers over changing socks and
boots of reindeer stn--aa absolute
necessity to prevent the freezing oi
one's feet. Having drawn the flog
over one's bead and buttoned all the
toggles, so that as little air as poe
Giblet can get In or out, one begins
to shiver one's self warm, a business
which oecupies from an hour to as
hour and a half or two hours; some
times it seems to occupy the whole
night. During the process the bag be
gins to thaw, as well as owes varies,
garments
"After this thaw has set in properly
one begins to dream, and but tot
dreams the most absurd under tie
sun one would not believe that oni
had slept at all. Every hour or se
one wakes to shiver, and then emir
the dreams begin, and this gees or
until at last there is light enough ir
the tent to cook by. and one knows
that purgatory is over."
THE CANADIAN BIRTH RATE
French ghopelation Has the riga-
est of Any Nation in the •
World.
The birth statistics of Montreal
which have just been published
should delight the i heart of Presideu:
Roosevelt The mean birth rate fee
the 17 years up to anJ including thi
year 1914 was çS.112 per 1,940 of tte
population. The French—Casella,
turth rate was 49.08 per 1,000; that o
the other Catholics, 2437; that of Gs'
hrotestants 23.41.
In one section of the population a
least there is no race suicide. London
Englann had in 1901 a ratio of 29.1
per 1,000; Glasgow, 31.7; New York
22.7; Paris, 21.41 Berlin. 26.7; St
Peteraburg, 25.1; Sydney. 26.9; Mad
tid, 30.2. The French-Canadians o
Montreal lead the world in the matte'
of obeying the Biblical command
"Be fruitful and multiply, and replen•
!oh the earth."
The birth statistics of the rural Ma
%theta, both among the French of tto.
Province of Quebec. and the Asadians
of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia
sbow an equally high percentage. In
Contrast, honever, the English-speak-
ing Canadians are nr. better than the
much-aeused inhabitants of the olde;
parts of the United States. 'To keep
Anglo-Saxon preponderance it is
necessary to recruit our population
i•orn GreathBritain anti the American
republic. Fortunately, although (lit-
tering from the dominant rate in lah
guage. the French in Canada bare be-
come so attached to British institu-
tions and a British form of govern-
ment that, as the St. John Globe said
the other day, they are loyal support-
ers of the Canadian constitution and
British connection, It is well that this
is the case, as in a very short time, un-
less all present indications fail, the
French will be in the majority et na-
tive-born Canadians.
His Idea.
"What is your idea of a true pa-
triot?"
"A true patriot." answered Senator
Sorghum, "is a man whose country re-
wards his services with a statue In-
stead of a bank account."—Washing
ton Star.
Wild Turkeys.
Tbe turkey is found in Its wild state
only in America. 'It was brought to
Europe towards the close of the seven-
teenth century.' •••••_
IS A GRAND OLD RULER. COMMISSIONER'S SALE
Kaiser Franz Josef, Emperor of Aus-
tria and King of Hun-
gary. •
Quite apart from the foolish praise
lavished upon monarchs for their
slightest acts, says Pearson's Maga-
zine, Kaiser Franz Josef, emperor of
Austria and king of Hungary, ruler of
a dozen states and 20 peoples speaking
as many languages, is one of the most
remarkable figures in the civilized
world to-day, by reason of his great
age, his severe and simple life, the
tragedies of his family, and, above
all, the wonderful way he holds to-
gether the warring factions within his
empire.
No other prince of the Hapsburg
house ever enjoyed such universal re-
spect and reverence, and whoever has
occasion to approach this "Grand Old
Man" among the monarchs of the
world is filled with enthusiasm for his
charm of manner, his democratic ap-
proachableness, his amazing. frank-
ness and his sterling sense of justice.
This aged man, now nearly 75, works
ten hours a day and more at state and
military affairs, often contenting him-
self with a "quick lunch" brought to
him at the desk in his study. Frans
Josef to-day remains the same etiely
riser he was in the days of his youth,
and summer aed winter rises from his
little iron bedittead at the early hour
of half-past fdur. His toilet—bath-
ing, shaving' and dressing—never
takes him longer than half an hour;
and as the emperor does not care for
civilian dress, he usually dons the
uniform of a colonel of one of his own
regiments. On his frequent shooting
expeditions, however, he wears the
coarse dress of Alpine Austria; and In
his study he Appears in a short mili-
tary cloak, with a peakiess soldier's
cap.
Every act of this remarkable old
man's life is conducted with military
precision. On the very stroke of live
his breakfast—a cup of coffee, some
cold :neat, and rolls—is brought him;
before six he is in his study.
A casual glance might lead one to
think this was a cozy sitting-room,
with its dainty pictures, framed' photo-
graphs and charming furniture; but
the big writing table in the window,
the bookshelves and the litter of
newspaper cuttings on tables, chairs
and floor reveal the room's true pun
pose.
Just above the emperor's writing
table hangs a portrait of his late con-
sort, Empress Elizabeth, who was
stabbed to the heart with a file by a
maniac anarchist in Geneva a few
years ago. Alas! this is but one of the
many dark tragedies that have over-
shadowed the unfortunate house of
Hapsburg. In this study the emperor
works unintettuptedly until noon.
Bulky packets of papers and minis-
terial reports are read to him; and so
carefully does be go through this work
that he frequently pounces upon con-
tradictions Letween clauses, which
bare entirely escaped those who have
drafted the bill.
HEAPING INSULT ON INJURY
Neighborly Borrowing Has Its
Drawbacks as Is Hereby
Shown.
The Blanks. who lived on the third
boor. had quarreled with the Dashes.
'who lived on the second. The un
fortunate affair had apparently ended
with the return of numerous household
articles which the thrifty Mrs. Dash
had borrowed from the easy.
going Mrs. Blank. The list, however,
did not include a French drip coffee
pot and a silk umbrella. affd Mrs. Blank
-vowed ahe would not lower herself to
ask even for her own property, relates
the New Yorh World.
Blank, beldig a man's man, kept out of
the quarrel, but fetish being more or lest
henpecked, was drawn into it by his
wife.
The other night Blank came home to
find his wife in tears.
"Wh-wbat do you think. James?
That horrid Mr. Dash c-cut me dead
to-day."
"Oh, well, what do you care? He
Isn't worth noticing."
"It wasn't the cut, but the way he did
It." sobbed his wife. "You see their
window opens on the air-shaft and you
can bear every word they say when
you are going downstairs. I heard Mr.
Dash say to his wife: *Minnie, whose
umbrella is this?' I could not catch
her answer, but he added: 'Oh, well.
I'll take It anyhow. Mine's at the office.'' "I had to stop and speak to the janitor
so Mr. Dash and I came face to face on
the front steps, and he cut me—with my
own daughter's umbrella over his head.
Henest—his nerve—"
And her woes were expressed in a
fresh outburst of sobs.
Town for Lasityer's Fee.
An old comrade of Private Dalselen
in Washington county. O., sent for him
to try a case In 1870. The case was tried
in a country schoolhouse. The suit wasof such a sort that an adverse judgmentwould have the defendant and hiswife and *yes rttle children on theroad homeless and penniless. Dalzellhappened to win the case. When theJustice of the peace announced (be de-cision the crowd rose and cheered, andone bold fellow proposed they wouldbuild a town on the spot and call ItMizell, and It has been done—one ofthe handsomest little villages in Ohio.
Bespoken.
-No, thank you," said Miss DeMere, "I don't care to meet any newyoung men."
"My!" exclaimed Miss (Wells;"you're select all of a sudden."
"Ne," replied Min De Mute, glanc-ing dreamily at her new ring; "nee
merely been selected all of a suddea.".—Denver Times.
0
I In pursuance of a judgment ofNIcCracksn Circuit Court, renderedat its October term, 19o5, in the ac-
tion of Emma Owen, etc., plaintiff,
against Mattic Doptson, defendant,
I will, on 'Monday, Ianualy 1, 1906
(about the hour of ro o'clock a. tn.),
1906 (being Circuit Court day), at
,the Court House door in Paducah,
,Kentucky, scil to the highest bidder.
Ion a credit of six months, the follow-
ing described property, viz:
A certain lot or parcel of ground,
lying and being in the city of Padu-
cah, McCracken county, Kentucky,
and beginning at a point on Seventh
street (formerly Poplar street) forty
feet from an alley; thence north NEVER
with Smenth street and towards Har VATES.
rig street, a distance of forty fezt;
thence west and towards Seventh
street across lots Nos. too, 191 and
a distance of one hundred and
twenty (120) feet; thence at right
angles south forty feet towards ant alky arid towards Campbell street;
;thence at right angles east a dist-
ance of one hundred and twenty
(ix) feet to the beginning on Sev-
enth street. Said property being
situated on the west side of Seventh
street, between Campbell and Har-
ris streets, in addition "F" to the
city of Paducah, Kentucky, and be-
ing paps of 'ots Nos. 190, 191 and
192 in block "L." See deed book
"28," page 156, McCracken County
Court Clerk's office, to satisfy said
judgment, interest and cost.
The purchaser will be required to
eve bond with approved security,
bearing interest at 6 per cent from
day of sale, having force of replevin
bond, on w•bicth execution may issue
when dlr..
This r6th day of December. 1905.
CECIL REED. Vaster Corn
E. II. PURYEAR. Attorney
COMMISSIONER'S SALE.
4.
in pursuance of h judionent of
McCracken Circuit Court, rendered,
at its October term, 1905, in the ac-
tion of Verlie Gardner, etc., peti-
tioners ex parte, I will, on Monday,
January 1, Igoe (about' the hour of
to o'clock a tn.), 1906 (being Circuit
Court day), at the Court House door
in Paducah, Kentucky, set; to the
highest. bidder; on a credit of six
months, the following described
property. 'viz:
Lot No. I, of the subdivision of
lot Nos. i and a of the land of
V. A. Grace, deceased, as shown byplat recorded in Order book No. 8,page (San in the office of the Clerkoi McCracken Circuit Court, dated
March 300h, 1880, and is bounded
and' described as follows:
"Beginning at a point on the 'north
side of Court street (now Kentucky
avenue) if 'extended, where it inter-•ects the old city boundary line, as
is shown in the aforesaid plat; thence
along the north line of Court street,if extended, in a westerly direction,
ire feet 6 inches; thence at right
angles and in a southerly direction,
about 35 feet to the said Court
street, if 'extended; theace at right
angles and in a westerly direction.136 feet to the line of lot No. 3 of
the old Garrett tract; thence at right
angles, and in a southerly direction
and with the line of lot No. 3, 199feet to the line of lot No. 2, as
-shown in the aforesaid plat; thenceis a northeasterly direction and
with the line dividing lots Noe. tand 2, as shown in raid pat, 274feet 6 inches to the old city bound-
ary line; thence with said old city
boundary line to the beginning."
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved security,hearing interest at 6 per cent from
day of sale, having force of replevin
bond, on wrhicth execution may issuewhen due.
This t6th day of December. tuo5
CECIL REED, Master Corn.
Henrdick, Miller & Marble, At-
torneys.
HOLIDAY RATES.
.On account of Ch-lstmas and New
Year's holidays the Illinois Central
Railroad will sell reduced rate tickets
as follows:
To all points in Illinois, Indiana,Ohio, portions of West Virginia.Pennseivanip and Western New
York, Ontario and Michigan, one andone-third fare for the round-trip,
tickets to be sold December 23, he25, 30 and 31 and January t, and
good returning until January 3.
To all points South of Ohio and
Potomac Rivers and East of Mis-sissippi river, one and one-third fare
phis 25 cents, tickets to be sold De-cember 22, 23, 24, 25, 30 and 31 and




T. A., Union Depot,
The Cumberland Presb terian
Loyalist council, at a meeting in
Nashville, adopted resolutions pro-
testing against the proposed' union
with the Presbyterian church.
Officers of several of the "lid-lifting
clubs" in St. Lents were fined On




If you went yeur ctothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. / have
the nicest Tine cf samples for tints





Ii. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence a96 Office so
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR,
LAWYERS.
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room Ito Fraternity Building,
New Phone x14. Old Phone 3o3.
H. T. Hessig. M. D.
Residence.





DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
220 NORTH FIFTH STREET
' 
Both Phases 355
Offke hours 8 to to a, m., i to 3
p.m. and 7 to 9 Q. M.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. 5, Columbia. Building.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 3o6 Broadway.
DR. R. E. HEARNF
BROOKHILL BUILDING,
TELEPHONE NO, 444.
Office phone 351, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
HAYES
Free Delivery— Telephone 756.
Having secured the services of Mr.
John Niehaus, he would be pleased
to meet his friends and old custom-
ers, promising them the quickest ser-





Important Changes of Time J : South
ern Railway.
On Friday, December 1st, the fol-
lowing changes in time of Southern
railway trains will become effective:
No. r, now leaving Louisville at
7:40 a. m , will depart at 8 a. m.
No. 9, now leaving Louisville at
3:50 p. m., will depart at 3:35 p. fn.
No. 23, now leavin; Louisville at
7:25 ro. 211., will depart at 7:15 p. 1T1.
No. 24, now leaving Lexington at
6 p. m., will depart at 5:40 p. 111.
Ni. 2, now leaving Lexington at
3:3o p. m., will depareat 5 p. m.
Corresponding changes will be
made at local stations and passen-
gers intending to tne these trains
should consult ticket agents for com-
plete information.
C. II. HUNGERFORD. D. P. A.
EXCURSION
St. Louis and Tennessee River Peek-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 tor the Rom'
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfortand rest; good service, g table,good rooms, etc. Boats ,e eachWednesday and Saturday 5 p.For other information apply to Jas.Koger, superintendent; Frank Is.Brown, agent.
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
StaVes o,r2c1
Ftirr2itUrre.
Buy anything and sell everything.318-220 Court street. Old phone 1316.
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.





Rooms s, a and 3 Register Btaild-
ing, 533 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts ef the
state. Both otiones 37.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE TRW
WEAK AND SICKLY TO Pllitfity,
FECT HEALTH.




Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,






Dr. B. B. Griffith
phones 240 at residenc. Office hours
7 to 9 a. M. 1 to3p.m.,7togp.m.-
TRUEHEART BUILDING.





Rorna 13 and 14 Columbia Building,.
Old liihone tog.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 3o6 Broadway—Phone as.
Residence, 1119 Broadway.
Phone 149.
J. C. Flournoy Cedl Rasa
FLOURNOY & REED
LA WYERS






Dr. B. T. urdruh.
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, sot\
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 355.














Card Cases, Pass Cases and Bill
Books.
too all Leather Samples to select
from.
Your Name and Address in Gold
Letters






Thursday Msrtsing, Dec. an, iges.
Fridasjdori. rig, Dec. 29, igos.
LOCAL NEWS
.1—Tickets to, "Capt. , D,ebon.nairf"
will go on sate this morning at rile
Kentucky's. office. NO com-
pany 'ernes with more flattering
press notiocs or a better reputatn
otherwise.
—.The little fuor-year-old of
Assistant Superintenderft MkNeily. •1`
Ike street railway system, i, 1
NvitItt stomach trouble at their e
tai West Madison street.
—The weather yesterday turned
blestery, rain fell, the wind sprung
up st,Eouz, and the elements were dis-
agreeable for some hours: but this
nwtedng ot a o'clock it tens still, n
wind and no rainfall.
—Myers Cartwright, colored and
aged 75 years, died at 706 South ilth
street •and , will be buried today. at
Oak Grove.
—The lace curtains caught fire yes-
terday afternoon at Mr. Alike Wahls
tre fist,n, North Fourth street, 
andl
cEpuf: chit fire department, but
tlags werg prickly extinguished With
praetiflilly no loss.
otter Charles Crow yesterday
Wan inquest over the remains of
the 6-year-old child of Mary Boaz,
cohered, of 1035 Boyd's allcy. The
.0eolailidb died of natural causes but had
11f> physician in attendance.
—The 7-year-old daughter of Mrs.
iilenry Hans, of Monroe street, is
srffering from a severe scalp wound,
..sseg by falling while risiller skating
- tile concrete sidewalk /ronting the
at Ninth and Broadway.
steamboat Tennessee decided
out for the Tennessee'
week, so is laying at the
here she remains until next
say night, at which time she
. out again. By laying her up




Ours Weighs Sixty Pounds, but is
Small Compared to Others.
Mr. M. V. Cherry, the Second
and Broadway grocer, has at his
store the largest pumpkin seen in
Is .section for many years. The
specimen weighs over sixty pounds
and was raised upon the farm, over
injil across from here, of Miss
Saftic Fritts, who resides on Medi-
/ SON Woe! pear Third.
• The men tending to the plantation
asys this is small compared to °the
era over there, be 'having raiseil some
as '.age as a barrel. The pumpkin
has.. was presented to
111.
THINGS QUIET.
Nothilg Much Done Around Court-
house Yesterday.
•
Things,were pretty quiet around
ttie county clerk's office yesterday, as
there seemed to Ile nothing doing.
Only two marrtage liccsenses were
lancet. one to Will Bridges, aged. 32.
and Agnes Ellis, aged 25, of Carrs-
Tilly, 1,:y 
' 
while the other way to
Willion Lydon. aged 23. of Maditon-









Mrs. E L. Whitesidea, oestopath,
Ilroadwey:- Phones, Old 1431.
761.
LABOR NOTICE.
There will be a called meeting of
erkrit tabor union Sunday after-
nbitrh itt' O'clock. Every delegate is




'C., M. MARTIN, Secretary.
j. 
HeitstrAllaidschmidt, one of Cairo's
r;erman citizens, died on the
ABOUT THE PEOPLE RESCUE MISSION
(.ar:ie Pettie, of Mayfield, is
\ Is:ting Mi. Ella B. Wilhelm, of
North Fifth street.
Lan yer Joseph R. Grogan reL
turned Sunday from Fayetteville,
Tenn., where he has been spend-
ing the 1101- lays.
Hon. John K. Hendick returned
yesterday n. irning from Smithland
and is now arranging to move his
family here.
Colonel ..:tor Van de Male and
wife return :text week from Austin,
Texas, wherk. they are spending the
holidays wit:. Mrs. Charles Stanley,
daughter of tile former.
Miss Ella Sanders has gone to
Van Buren, Ark., to visit Mrs.
Charles Worthen; formerly of this
city
Me. Al F. E dung; the Louisville in-,
surance ..adjti ter, arrived yesterday
from the So; it.
Mr. and N. Bleich, of Jack-
son, Tenn. . . be here Sunday for
a several days visit to Mr. and Mrs.
John J. Bleich.
Dr. Phil Stewart and wife have re-
turned from Bediard, Iowa, where
they went to visit the former's sister,
who is suffering from tuberculosis
and will probably be taken to Ash-
ville, N. C., for her health.
Captain W. R. Purcell and wife.
Of Cleburne,- itticas, returned horns
yesterday after visiting relatives here
dpring the holidays.
Manage` A. L. Joynts, of tie
lephone company, returned from
.,!eteopolis last evening.
Mrs. L. L. Suck and William and
Jane Gould, of New York, this morn
ing returned home Oter spending
Chhistinas with Mrs. Elbridge Pat-
mer And Miss Frances Gould.
Lir. J. R. Coleman yesterday went
to Princeton.
Dr. J. B. Gather yesterday went
to C3rnthiana, Ky., On business.
Mr. Frank Harlan, Jr.. of Toledo,
Ohio, will tomorrow return home af-
ter visiting his parents, Captain and
Mrs. Frank Harlan, Sr.
Miss Flora Riedel, of Gokonda,
Ill., is visiting M'-s. Jarnel Peach,
of Tenn:sae* street.
Lawyer Frank Cueas has returned
from Arkansas.
Mr. George C. Wallace and wife
yesterday went to Atlanta, Ga., for
a few dayt.- --
Miss Opppoismith, of Macon, Ga.,
is visiting Mrs. B. W. Staid), of
Madison street. , •
Lawyer Charles Grassham and
wife yesterday returned from Smith'
land.
Miss Laura Luttrell has returned
from visiting in Madisonville, where
she visited Miss Myrtle Brown, who
returned lkre io re-enter college.
Mr. Ben Niles and wife, of Hen-
derson. are visit* Dr. and Mrs
H. P. Sights.
Miss Carolyne; Haman returned
yesterday from visiting in Mayfield.
Mr. John C. McElrath, of Murray
is visiting his daughter, Mrs. Dr. J.
R. Coleman. -
Mins "frair-- Stewart, of Nlassac,
Kg.. is visiting in the city.
Mr. Fred Hisey and wife, of
Cairo, have returned 'home after vis-
iting the former's father. Constable
Phil Hisey.
Captain Henry Baker, the tie man.
has returned from St. Louis.
Mrs. J. R. Ross, of Ks-01, is vis-
iting Mks. W. S. Lanier.
Miss Nina Hart, of Hart, Tem..
is visiting the Mitres Ellis, of South
Ek ve nth .
Miss Stowe. of Hopkinsville, and
Miss Lanuti, of Greenville, Ky., are
visiting Miss Edna Eades.
I. John Gardner, of Mayfield,
has returned' home after visiting 'here
his aster, Mrs. M. J. Curd, who
is recovering from her paralyItic
stroke.
Mr. cia raurAt. of Dallas. Tex.,
us 1:1: city mother,
Mrs. W. B. Burnett, of West
Broadway,.
Supt. A. - H. Egan and Roadmas-
ter F. I.. Thompson, of the Louis-
ville division of the I. arrived
here yesterday.
Lawyer James B. Allensworth, of
Hopkinsville, no in tte city.
Dr. Robert Rivers goes to
vilk today to ronsmit specialists
about his eye. from which the sight
has gone.
Mir. Charles T. Tractional. of Lou
veil return home today after
wending the holidays here with his
!family, which remains.
• litany of the public school teachers
Who have been out of the city for
the holidays have already returned',
while the balance will be in by Mon-
day. The schools do not resume
next Mlanday bee-attar that is New
Year's day and. a legal holiday. for
everybody. This means that the
students will not return to their
studies until Tuesday.
BAR ASSOCIATION.
The Bar Association of the city
did not hold its meeting last even-
ing at the city hall for the purpose
of hearing the report from the corn-
mhtee of lawyers chosen to recom-
mend something regarding lengthen-
ing the terms of circuit court h re
by about three weeks each year.
Judge Reed *aid the night was so
bail and other things were ttp that





Rev, Chiles and Wife Did Great
Amount of Good for the Poor
During the Holidays.
Rey. W. S. Chiles, of the Rescue
Mission of South Third street, yes-
terday stated that the huge tree
which they used for _the Christmas
tree Wednesday wouldremain stand-
ing until after the first of the year,
and be used) during the watch service
that will be ,petaducted New Year's
Eve night, at which time ail night
worship will be held.
Rev. Chiles and wife did not finish
until yesterday their work of deliver-
ing gifts to the poor people around
the city. Altog-ether they carried
baskets to over sixta families, while
the total number of presentsdistrib-
uted were 450, in additiontotoopieces
of clothing ind wearing apparel.
Vois does not include the gifts given
the children the night of the Christ-
mas tree, but only comprises those
whose hotires were visited and. things
left by the good .worker and his noble
wife.
One thing that causes Rev. Chiles
and wife much happiness is that they
had attending the tree two women
nearly fifty years of age and each
said this was the first time in their
lives they. were ever attended or saw
a Christmas tree. They greatly en-
joyed the affair, and their cast is only
a fair example of the destitution and
poverty that the divine and his wife
labor amongst every day.
Captain Starr of the Salivation army
'forces at Metropolis, yesterday morn-
ing returned to that city, after com-
ing here and helping Rev. °like with
the tree the night before. The cap-
tain caid he had traveled over the en-
tire world, but the gathering of
happy poor children was one of the
most joyful he had ever witnessed.
Rev. Chiles still has the two little
orphans and -homeless boys in his
care, and anyone desiring to adopt
either of them can do so, if they have
a good home in which to raise the
friendless tittle ones.
Now that Rev. Chiles has labored
incessantly and given much to the
poor this winter' and Christmas, he
would not be averse to the public
'kindly remembering himself personal-
ly, as. he has his expenses to meet
like others, while carrying forward,
his work.
Cheis;mas night a well yown man
of this city presented Rev. Chiles
with a lot of grotnad in Vaughan's
addition in Mechanicsburg. The
minister is now preparing to see if
he cannot ha ve 3 mission church
erected..upon the cot and in this /run-
ner broaden the work which he has
so succisitailly conducted for away
years past.
NEW YEAR.
That Being Awaited Now by Every-
body and Then Holiday Season
Is Om.
Now that Christmas and its festiv-
ities are over, everybody is looking
forward at present to New Year, at
Which time numerous entertain.
will be given, many watch parties
held, all frig'ht services conducted at
t)ie different churches, etc.
With the departure of -New Year
the holiday season is over and every
thing will resume its normal condi-
tion.
CHAMBLEE BROS. WILL MOVE
TO KANSAS CITY, MO.
--
The Clothing firm of Chamblee
Bros. have secured an extention of
their lease on the building house
they now occupy and will in
the city for aefew weeks yet in order
to lurches reduce their stock before
moving to Kansas City. They have
just received a number of delayed
shipments of shoes and clothing
which have been added to their
stock. They don't want to move
anything and prefer to sacrifice
price, rather than pay freight to
Kansae City. Those who take ad-
vantage of this sale will beyond ques
tiou buy merchandise for, less than
cost to manufacture. Everybody
*Ito has visited their store during
their, sale has found things to be
just as adveresed and in many cases
better than represented.
This is an absolute closing out
vale as Chamblee Bros. hare all ar-
rangements made to move to Kan-
sas City within a few weeks. They
have a force of clerks now re-mark-
ing and rearranging she stock. This
will be the last sale, the last cut in
prices) and your last chance to get
dependable shoes and clothing at
such a low price. This, the great-
est sale of all, begins Saturday, De-
cember 30.
To Policy Holders.
We wish to notify onr patrons, the
public generally, through the daily
press, each agent signing the notice,
that commencing on the first day of
January, 1906, all policies are due
and payable when the' insurance is
effected or upon delivery of policy in
Fine lettuce forperson or by mail.



















































No. 1623 Broadway. Apply at Reg-
ister office.
,
FOR SALE or rent-837 Jefferson.
Possession at once. Whittemore.
' FOR RENT—"The, Inn" property
on North Seventh betwee.n Madison
and Monroe. Apply Dr. J. G. Brooks.
FOR RENT — Apartments in
Eagles' Home, Sixth and Broadway.
Bath, heat and lights. Furnished c,r
unfurnished. to L. P. Head,.Apply
custodian, at building,' or ring aoa.,
FOX RENT—Five-room cottage,
modern improvements, bath, electric
lights, at 1036 Madison street. Ap-
ply to Ihrt P. H.. Stgwart.
WANTED—Good house help, Ap-




rapher employed in , daytime would
like regular work evenings. Adress
F, care this office. •
FOR RENT—Finn-room brick
cottage, No. 1124 Trimble stre...t.









And a Big Company in
11/1" AIIII
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scenery, furniture, properties and
electrical effects
THE GREATEST SWORD FIGHT
Ever produced on the stage.
Prices: Matinee: First 12 rows of
orchestra $1 oo; balance of orchestra
75c Balcony 50c. Children asc
anywhere
Night prices: 25, so, 75, Si 00 and
$5-50.









so—Interpreted by a company of 5(
New and Elaborate Production.
Captivating Chorus of Stunnint
Show Girls Gorgeously
Gowned.
See and hear the latest New \rod.
Laugdiing Success
"The Whole Damm Family."
Prices: Matinee; first 52 rows o
orchestra Sr. balance 7sc. "All a
balcony soc. Children ssc anywhere
Night prices: as. 35, 50, 75, $I . 04
and Sr -50•








Superior Facilities for (Alice
Handling Freight, Machinery alid.aild ritonroe
And 'Household Goods. Both 'Pnunes it
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
-1111110111.••=111,
Abram L. Weil & co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident., Life, Liability, Steam Buller-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. Residence Phone 7a6
e
For Vaults, Monuments and G ene.ral Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET fez 114.***Nuental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS.,
URE AND THEN RETAINS I'IS WHITENESS; does net be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT 
John S. Portems Marble, Granite & Stifie Works
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
 112=11112111111•111121114)
THE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS. THEY SAVE nAS BILLS—
THEY SAVE YOUR BYES. ON DI8.A....1Y AT OUR SHOW
ROOMS.
PORCELA, ENAMEL CLEANSER, IS A WONDER.
E0 D. Hannan
STEAM FITTNG. PLUMBING.
Both Phones 201. 132 SOUtli F ourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue.
41i the Buffet
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
_W. C. eray,  proprietor.
FINE OLD WINES AND WHIZZES'.
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served so order. A




For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Acconntant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
,THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Pacluonh, Kentucktr.
Capital and Surplus $1/55,000,1
4
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRIM.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits 7=ur aepoias. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in Srs
proof vault f Cr rent at $3 to $to per year as to slue. You czzry your own
key and no one but yourself has access.
4,4-4-44-444•+.1.04. 4-44-1•444-044.4444104.44+4.444.4•1404P
J; E. COU LSON,
PLUMBP'2... num
Steam and liot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 52j Broadway.
...p..1.+44444,44444444444.144.4.1.444+4.1+++++++.4.1.44
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